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Sacramento City Council
City Hall, Room 205
915 I Street
.Sacramento, CA 95814
Sacramento Board of Supervisors
700 H Street, Room 2450
Sacramento, CA 95814
Dear Sir/Madame:
The Arcade Creek Restoration Project (ACRP) is a body of
concerned citizens who have pooled their resources and talents
in an effort to optimize the value of Del Paso Regional Park
for a broad base of user groups while preserving the park's
most unique feature- that of an urban natural area. We would
like to share some of our experiences with the participants
in the Agriculture and Open Space Workshop. We believe these
experiences have a direct bearing upon the type of protection
natural habitat and open space areas will require if they are
to remain "natural" and "open".
Existing developments within Del Paso Regional Park (City
of Sacramento) include: Haggin Oaks Golf Course, Harry Renfree
Field (baseball), the Sacramento Horseman's Association, the
Sacramento Trapp Shooting Club, the Sacramento Science Center
and Junior Museum, the Sacramento Children's Receiving Home,
a neighborhood park, and parcels leased to SMUD, the Senior
Gleaners Inc., and a self storage business. These developments occupy 433 acres of the 679 acre park. The remaining
246 acres are classified as "undeveloped" but are regularly
used for horseback ....riding, hiking, jogging, and a wide range
of other nature appreciation activities.
Undeveloped parcels of particular interest are Arcade Creek
and its annual flood plain (approximately 50 acres), a 13 acre
area contiguous with the creek and . extending into the uplands
north of Longview Drive and west of the Senior Gleaners facility,
two creek terraces east of Watt Avenue comprising 20 and 12
acres and separated by a small tributary to Arcade Creek (Norris
Swale), and a relatively large (60 acre) tract consisting of the
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Arcade Creek terrace and adjacent uplands between Watt Avenue
and Haggin Oaks Golf Course.
The Del Paso Regional Park Master Plan proposes a 28 acre
athletic complex within the center of the 60 acre terrace-upland
area just west of Watt Avenue. The two terraces east of Watt
Avenue would be developed into a 13 acre day use recreation area
and 6 acre neighborhood park, respectively. The 13 acre upland
parcel north of Longview Drive was not included in the master
plan although we learned later Parks and Community Services was
contemplating leasing or selling the land to commercial developers.
During late spring and early summer 1984 Arcade Creek Restoration Project personnel began inventorying natural habitat
areas slated for development. We discovered the area west of
Watt Avenue and east of Haggin Oaks Golf Course contained intact
old growth riparian oak forest under which oak.saplings can be found.
The adjacent creek terrace was found to possess mature oaks between
Which is the largest area of oak reproduction in our region, uplands
adjacent to this terrace are the site of the largest heritage •
oaks in the park (all with saplings beyond their drip_ lines) , and
vernal pools. These features would be decimated by the city's
athletic complex conceptual design.
The 13 acre parcel north of Longview Drive slated for commercial development possessed the largest stand of blue oak
woodland and savanna remaining in the park. Blue oak stands were
once the dominant vegetation of Del Paso Park but are the most
restricted type today. Moreover, these stands also posseSsed •
young blue oaks. The small terrace east of Norris Swale also
possessed rare oak reproduction and both this terrace and the
larger one to the west possessed significant reestablishment of
riparian oak forest about their boundaries with Arcade Creek and
Norris Swale. Oak regeneration on the smaller terrace would be
lost to development of the neighborhood park and a frisbee golf
course would impact the riparian zone.
In summary, nearly all the lands proposed for development
outstanding examples
in the Del Paso Park Master Plan contain
of natural area elements which are rare and declining throughout
the Central Valley. Mature riparian oak forest is reported by
the Nature Conservancy to be restricted to 0.1% of its origional
distribution.and most remaining stands are devoid of young trees.
1Reproduction within upland oak communities (particularly blue
'oak woodland-savanna) has not been widespread since the 1880's.
Vernal pools on low terrace soils are now restricted to less
than 5% of their origional distribution within Sacramento Co.

•
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This concentration of rare and very rare plant communities has
somehow managed to persist well within the boundaries of the
Sacramento Metropolitan Area where they are less than a five
minute walk from the Sacramento Science Center and Junior Museum.
The net effect of the Del Paso Master Plan would - be...to eliminaie
these natural features.
On August 1, 1984 ACRP attempted to bring the vernal pool
and blue oak woodland-savanna findings to the attention of
Parks and Community Services Director Robert Thomas. On September
5, 1984 we underscored the value of not developing the terrace
and vernal pool areas west of Watt Avenue and demonstrated how
movement of one fairway (#13) in Haggin Oaks Golf Course could
permit location of an athletic complex in the region without
loosing the natural area assets. The response to these efforts
was predominantly negative. On October 5, 1984 ACRP presented
Parks and Community Services with a comprehensive summary of
the natural area attributes within Del Paso Regional Park. We
explained how the city's development proposals would destroy or
degrade these natural elements and offered to discuss the matter
further with the city staff and their environmental consultants.
(Jones, Stokes, and Associates). On October 8, 1984 the city
presented its environmentally destructive plan 1 athletic complex
and day .use recreation and, neighborhood park proposals for the
"undeveloped" lands in Del Paso Park. ...At this point and in the Draft
EIR public meeting on November 14, 1984 the city refused to eVV1
discuss the fate of the oak savanna north of Longview Drive
despite overwhelming public support for an environmentally
sensitive solution to the problems posed by Del Paso Master Plan
developments.
After the Notice of Preparation public meeting (8 Oct 1984)
ACRP presented extensive testimony to the City of Sacramento and
Jones, Stokes and Associates on October 10 and again on October
15, 1984. Little, if any, of this material was incorporated into
the Draft EIR. As a direct result of th se omissions, on Nov. 14,
1984, ACRP again:reviewed the damage implicit in the.city's development plans. We also explained how the developments could be
situated to minimize adverse environmental impacts. At this time
we also offered a comprehensive mitigation package for Del Paso
Park which would preserve and/or restore natural habitat resources
the city development plans
such that it could be reasonably argue
were!not inconsistent with their own natural habitat-open space
guid lines.
On November 21, 1984, with the Sacramento environmental
community preparing for litigation, the Department of Parks and
Community Services Director began to at least talk about some of.
the facility placement and mitigation issues. However, as Parks
Director Robert Thomas stated more than once,"None of this discussion is binding on anyone."
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At this time we do not know if an environmentally sound
development plan for Del Paso Park will be forthcoming.
Looking back upon our efforts with the City of Sacramento
Department of Parks and Community Services we believe at least
three conclusions can be drawn:
.

1. Developments were proposed for natural habitat
within Del Paso Park without knowledge of either
the type or value of the natural elements at the
proposed construction sites.
2.

3.

When concerned and knowledgable citizens attempted
to correct these shortcomings their inputs were
ignored, discouraged, or rejected. (At least this
was the firm opinion of all individuals participating
in the negotiation process.) The city's posture in
this matter was particularly inappropriate considering
the exceptional values of natural elements at stake
and the City :Parks Master Plan (1984) which directs that
:that such assets ought to be preserved.
We believe this attitude has prevailed through at
least two public hearings despite overwhelming public
support for environmentally sensitive placement of
developments and a full mitigation package for Del
Paso Regional Park.

ACRP does not believe department policy and/or guidlines
are going to be sufficient to protect, let alone enhance, our
fragile natural heritage. We suggest a joint City-County
Ordinance to protect and restore natural habitat and open space
areas. Only an ordinance mandating effective penalties for
both public and private offenders is likely to draw the type
of respect which will be necessary to protect these areas from
over zealous development. An essential element of such an
ordinance should be a city and county wide inventory of natural
area and open space assets. This inventory should be well
publicized and public meetings, comment, and review encouraged.

Thank you,
t
Steven N. Talley, Ph.D.
Plant Ecologist
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We the Sacramento County Farm Bureau thank you for this
opportunity to address this task force. Sacramento County Farm
Bureau is the largest farm organization in Sacramento County.
Our organization is composed of over 3100 member families. We
are a general farm organization with members from every branch
of agriculture.
Agriculture is a basic industry making an invaluable
economic contribution to this county. The gross value of
production for 1983 in Sacramento County was approximately
170 million dollars.
have been authorized by the Sacramento County Farm
Bureau Board of Directors to present to you at this time our
basic agricultural land use policy.

Member

Member

American Farm Bureau Federation

California Farm Bureau Federation

We feel that the use of general plans are of benefit to agriculture.
We, would like to see general plans developed with community input.
The people in the areas of the county know their areas as well or
better than anyone on government staff. We also believe that once
government has been through a general plan development with good
community input, please stay with the plan. There have been too
many times in the last few years that the general plan has been
amended or strayed into another direction.

Agriculture always seems

to be the losing sector in the planning process.
Following this theme of sticking to the general plan we propose
that orderly development must be followed. Once an area is decided
on for development, complete it before moving to new areas. Farmers
must be allowed some time for long term planning for investments and
future plans for the family. Can we recoup the tremendous investment
that farming takes today, and will this investment be an investment
in the future for our families. Farming is a business that often
passes on to our sons & daughters, but without orderly development
there will be no future to pass on.
Also we propose development of areas of the county and city
that are already developed but are faultering. Areas on the verge
of decay will only be pushed further down and be more difficult to
eventually pump new life into. We feel redeveloping these areas
and the use of infill would create an atmosphere of more orderly
development and growth.
The next point we propose is a reexamination of soil classification as an indicator if an area should be developed or not. Class
3 & 4 soil can support crops and can be part of a viable agriculture.
There are times when we would prefer development of Class 1 & 2
soils if this would lead to more orderly growth and a stronger
overall agriculture in the county.

We also want you to know we must have the right to farm. As
developing areas move into agricultural areas there must be a firm
understanding that as long as long-time acceptable agricultural
practices are used, people in the community will be precluded from
seeking judgementsor harassments to stop or impede in any way timely
agricultural activities.
We would also like to see better general plan coordination between
the city and the county. Too entitities of government disagreeing
only means that the people of these areas end up the losers. An
imaginary line does not mean that agriculture and development can
exist together. It takes proper planning to ensure that Sacramento
County has the best of both worlds. We need both a vigorous, viable
agriculture, and a well planned orderly, growth to keep this county
the great place it is to live.
Thank you very much for your time,•

Alta Tura 4633 Q
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To: Sacramento City Council
Sacramento Board of Supervisors
Comments to be presented at 11-26-84 City-County Urban
Development Task Force Workshop V
I will comment on two subjects pertinent to open space issues in
Sacramento.
First, I would like to talk about a 1980 publication prepared by the
Sacramento Audubon - Society. A research and Scientific Committee was
formed to produce this document.
Areas of Critical Concern was written'
because Audubon was "concerned about inadequate controls to protect
natural values, rare and endangered plants and animals and non-urban
recreation." The report was distributed to governmental planning and
legislative bodies at all levels having primary control over land uses.
I hope that many here today are familiar with it. Our publication does
not necessarily list all natural open spaces in Sacramento worthy of
preservation and protection.
All areas in the report are of critical concern because they qualify
under at least one of eight categories. These categories include:
preservation of an ecosystem; protection of threatened, rare or endangered plants or animals; protection of unusual or characteristic
geological formations; values for outdoor classroom work; importance
for scientific research; use for field trips; protection of scenery
and open space.
'Having identified these sites, we find it very difficult to keep tabs
on them. We hope that many of these areas will become city or county
owned and maintained nature preserves which will be part of an over-

all open space network. Several of the areas identified.in'Sacramento
County are under private ownership and could be candidate's for acquis-

ition. Audubon and ECOS will be working together to recommend an
ordinance or other mechanism that would facilitate identification and

preservation of all Sacramento areas of critical concern. Meanwhile,
we recommend our publication as a valuable reference for any open
space discussions.
Second, with respect to protecting natural open space, environmental
volunteers know only too well how much of their.time, energy and funds
go into efforts to stop development in environmentally sensitive areas
in city, county and state owned open space. The Arcade Creek Restoration Project is a good example of a small neighborhood/environmental
coalition that would like to be spending its energy enhancing the
natural values of Del Paso Park through trail improvement, clean-up,
erosion control, off-road vehicle control, native plant programs and
interpretive signs. Instead, they are currently concentrating all
their energy in an' effort to force the city to follow its own policy
with regard to preservation of ecologically significant open space.

Natural Resources are the Wealth of the Nation

Their funds must be held in reserve for possible legal action and
their members, who could be fund raising and volunteering labor to
upgrade the park, are absorbed in a defensive war against city planners.
One Audubon member, in particular, has a talent for writing successful
grant requests. The Proposition 18 grant application deadline was
missed because this member's time was more urgently needed to oppose
city plans.
A natural areas ordinance would require city and county staff to
confine their development planning to possibilities which are consistent
with City/County policy, The resources that local government could
save by avoiding extensive planning toward environmentally unsound
land use could go a long way toward increasing and improving the open
space network. Too often, local governments spend money making extensive plans then spending more money for an EIR only to discover that
the complaints of the environmental community were valid. This pattern
can be broken if local government and the environmental community can •
work in partnership. Audubon believes that a natural space ordinance
is a necessary step which will help insure that the community and its
government turn their combined efforts toward common goals.

ak4,
Alta Tura
Conservation Chair
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CHAPTER 6
LEGAL ANALYSIS

The purpose of this Chapter -is to explore some of the legal aspects
of techniques which might be utilized to maintain buffer zones in the project
area. The buffer• zone concept encompasses a variety of proposals for
greenbelts, agricul tural preservation, open space, recreation and elimination
of development in environmentally sensitive areas, as well as actually
buffering urban from non-urban uses. This chapter is not intended to be an
exhaustive analysis of al 1 of these al ternatives. Rather, the discussion
should be used as a suggestive guide in selecting the implementation measures
used to achieve permanent open space buffers.
It is recognized' that, while general plan and zoning designations
are a necessary basis for creating an effective buffer system to resist future
urbanizing pressures, long term protection will . depend on techniques whi ch
have more permanence. As a foundation , almost any program will need to be
reflected in a binding agreement between the City and the County of •
Sacramento. This will likely take the form of a joint powers agreement, as
authorized by Cali fornia Government Code §6500 et seq. Such an agreement will
not only serve to. bind each jurisdiction to a course of action for a specified
period of time, but can serve as a more effective notice to current and
prospective property owners cm the clear reciprocal intentions of both the
City and the County.
In such an anal ysis of buffer zone al ternatives, there must be a
recognition of the ,important legal tension between the assurance of -permanence
versus . the property rights of • owners and minimization of public costs. These
considerations are bound together with the federal and state constitutional
issues of "taking" and "inverse condemnation." On a broad legal conceptual
basis, the techniques available to local entities to achieve buffer zone
preservation range from the exerci se of the police power , through the general
plan and zoning mechanism on the one hand to eminent domain or acquisition on
the other hand: In cases where governmental entities choose not to acquire,

they must consider the permissible limits of the police power. Recent cases
such as Agins v. City of Tiburon, 447 U.S. 255 (1980) and San Diego Gas and
Electric Company. v. City of San Diego, 101 Sup.Ct. 1287 (1981) have attempted
to determine when the exercise of the police power becomes an effective
"taking" by examining (1) whether there was a valid legi slative goal,. (2)
.

whether there was - equal treatment of those•regulated and (3) whether the
regulation was merely a substitute for a taking. Together with this constitutional context, three techniques for assuring the permanent commitment of
lands to buffer zones shuld be considered. The first is acquisition, the
second includes the general plan and the specific project approval process,
and the third is what might be cal led "compensatory regulation."
.

1.

Acquisition. The power of eminent domain may be exercised by

the. City or County to advance- legitimate public purposes and acquire • lands
that will be dedicated to public-.use . At the present time this option does
not appear financial ly practical for substantial buffer areas. Furthermore,
the percei ved objective - in this case is not so much 'to place all these lands
in public use, but rather to maintain some of their current private and
productive uses, e.g. , dedicated agriculture. Thus, acquisition and dedication may only be considered, if at al 1, in a few specific and carefully
circumscribed instances
It should be further noted that the agency acquiring such lands may
not necessarily be- a public entity. Land trusts, such as the Trust for Public
Lands, may be interested in acquiring parcel s. Indeed, such acquisition by
non-profi t institutions may be accomplished through charitable donations with
concomitant tax benefits for landowners at no cost to the County or City.
Furthermore, it is not necessary to acquire a fee interest in the lands sought
to be protected. Techniques such as conservation easements have been used for
similar objecti ves. Conservation easements are permitted by Civil Code §815
et seq. and may be vested in either a public entity or a non-profit entity,
and can be perpetual and .devoted to the preservation of agricultural land,
scenic land, open spaces, etc. For example -, the . County of Marin now has the
Marin Agricultural Land Trust, which acquires conservation easements for
agricultural lands sought to be preserved in Marin County.

2.

General Plan and Zonina.. General plan designation, zoning and

the attendant project approval process, while they may appear. temporal, will
be a cri ti cal aspect of any effective buffer zone program. There are
proposal s for several general plan and zoning designations which accomplish
the desired buffer zones.
a.

Protective zoning can prevent development in dangerous or

environmentally sensitive areas and is a recognized, legitimate-zoning
technique. In the project area , for example development may be prevented
along the drainage canals and adjacent flood plains. Obviously, 'a strong
technical basis is -critical to legitimize such zoning.,
b.. • Desi gnations fOr parks :and . .recreation: areas - can be,
included..

-16 the. extent these uses - are related to the adjacent:development, .

such- devel opMent • may •be condi tioned -on- the dedication of portions. of. land
and/or the payment of fees prior to . projedt approval. (See- Associated
HomeWlders-_v.. City of Wal nut .Creek, .4 -Cal .3cL .633 ( 19711 ):

c.

it is also. possible • tO" obtain. - scenic, open space 'or:

conservation easements as. a part-of the project. Approval process.. • Many • of. the deci sions • of the

cal i fornia-coasui

Commission represent good . examples. of open -

space preservation- obtained through the - project - approval process-.
= These techniques: .can be further reinforced. by. the careful
timing an&.- res tricti On of infrastructure development.
Finally, simply maintaining the land-use - designation - of.
some • lands. as agricultural can be :a legitimate exercise of • the •poli ce Omer, provide& that there -iis • some rational- • basis- for-differentiated .ifcreat.ment. of property.. owners', and there • is some continuingLeconomic value which the owners
can - enjoy. from 'the- use of - their property. ' One cautionary. note is the. recent
success of challenges to rent' control ordinances on the basis that a govern - mental. entity- cannot force.an - individual. to - maintain a certain type of •
economic activity: '
The. Williamson' Act has • of ten been Used as a method •

enforceablY.:

restrict, agricultural land. However', it must. be recognized • that the

Wil liamson Act provides only a. temporal solution and does not provide for
permanent dedicated agricultural use. It appears as though most of the
agricultural proOertiesunder the Williamson - Act in the project:. area have
already filed their notice of nonrenewal and therefore the enforceable
restrictions, as they apply to these properties-will havea duration of less
than ten years. ftreover,,even for properties?.which have not filed a . notice;
of nonrenewal the Wil liaMsorLAct provides for cancellation procedures which
have been liberalized by the California LegiSiature, in recent- years: If
urbanization proceeds, the Williamson Actmi 11 probably not be an effective
land-use-regulatory mechanism-for preserving dedicated agricultural' use.
3.

CompenSatOry. Regulation: A third type of land-use technique .

which should be_ explored is sometimes referred to. as ."tompensatory. :- .regulation:" This typeof regulation attempts to give the:landowner some type of development - rights in return. for either a voluntary or obligatory . restrictionr
in the land use. To a certain extent, the use of open space or conservation
easements as a . condition of-project approval could- be cOnsidered-a - type of
compensatory regulation. Probably a more familiar example in the category of
compensatory regulation is the Williamson- Act, -where a- voluntary and temporary
commitment to the use of ' the, property, for agricultural, purposes s; exchanged
for property tax concessions

:.

A kind-of compensatory regulation which has received.increasing
attention in recent years is the . use of the transferYo.f.development rights:
.

(TDR)..

In a TDR. program,. certain development , potential is valued and

separated from residual

and and either sold to some other entity or used by

the landowner elsewhere. TDR Was. a concept first: utilized in this.- country to ,

preserve landmark. buildings:. In the leading case of Penn Central Transporta tion Company v. Ci try. of New York , 438 U.S. 104 (1978), the United - States
Supreme Court upheld the. specific application of a New York City TDR -program
so as to .mitigate.the financial burden placed upOn owners of historic:
properties affected by the . ci ty s landmark preservation - 1 aw
There are increasing numbers of examples of TDR programs.:

a.

New York and Denver; for example, are among the cities

which:have enacted TDR programs to preserve historic properties- in their
downtown. areas. In those cases, owners of landmark buildings' can sell the
development rights which, Would otherwise be applicable •ta-the , property to
certain nearby landowners who may increase their project.

by. certain

specified amounts:.
b.

Montgomery County, Maryland recently enacted an extensive
.

:

TDR program to preserve the •upcounty - agriCultural lands. The agricultural
areas - were downzoned and one development right - was. assigned for each five
acres. Receiver., zones were identified where density.. could. be increased by the
use . ofa certain number of . development rights, depending. upon the zone . .
c.

The County of . Marin has enacted a.TDR pragram:buthas'yet

to use the program. It is.expected.that the.programvill be used primarily in'
the coastal- zones for agricultural preservation but the enabling legislation
would allow the program to be used, for preservation of otherkinds-of uses:.
Ina pending case in MarinCounty wherethe program:Is. currently being,
considered . , the owner of a-certain coastal agricultural - parcel would be
persuaded:to sell development rigntsto another landowner' in the coastal,zone
where more - intensiveAeveIopment'would be appropriate, :
,
d.
TD R is also a technique being utilized and advocated by
the California Coastal Commission and may well see widespread application all .
along . the coast. of California.
The following are the general steps involved

developing a TDR

program:
1.

The identification of the protected lands must be established;

2.

There must be some determination of the . development potential

of those lands beyond the activity-that is sought to be preserved;
3.

Development potential must be quantified a d allocated as

development rights to owners of development potential . ;
4..

Receiving-zones must-be-located where it isapprOpriate for the.

developmentrights:to be utilized_ The most appropriate receiving-zones are

usual ly those that have some immediate relationship. to the preserved zones
rather than an area arbitrarily selected in another part of the jurisdiction;
S.

A balance :must be established between the potential development

rights to be •sold and the capacity of the transfer zone to absorb them;
6.

The market mechanism established to trade the development

rights must adjustfor changing values over time, but also assure owners of
sustained value for their development rights and make it economically
advantageous to purchase' the development rights;
7.

The permanency of the program must be established by easements,

deed restrictions or covenants running with the land, as well as zoning, so
that the market will have confidence in its long term existence;
8.

Public intervention may be required on Several levels: a

public entity or a non-profit entity may be required to act as .a' bank or a
purchaser of last resort for the rights. It also may be important- for public
agencies to create incentives for developers to use development rights by such
techniques as expedited processing and infrastructure benefits.
The advantages .of' a TOR program include its permanence, its
compensation for landowners for lessened value, the retention of a balanced
private and public control of land-use, the lowered public cost, and. the
flexibility of the program to respond to actual 'market demands. The
disadvantages or problems with the program include the complexity of administration', valuation difficulties, the fluctuation of the rights over time,
problems caused by higher density in the

receptor areas, and the fact that

some of the costs may actuallY be borne by new residents in the receptor, area.
4.

Conclusion. Each of the techniques suggested here have been

utilized in other jurisdictions - to achieve objectives similar to buffer zone
creation and preservation and the dedication of certain lands for permanent
agricultural use. Rather than utilizing one technique, it is more likely that
the County and City will be able to use a careful blend of techniques to
achieve •political, leoal•and economic permanence. Clearly, buffer zone
creation- and preservation afford governmental bodies many challenges and

opportunities. Careful planning and implementation are absolute requirements
to avoid claims of discriminatory land-use regulation and/or inverse
condemnation. In addi tion, the admini stration of such buffer areas will
require careful coordination and cooperation between the County and the
City. Although this area of the law is somewhat complex and uncharted, there
is legal precedent for buffdr zone creation and preservation and as the
alternative land-use objectives for the project area become more crystalized,
a more detailed analysis of implementation procedures would be appropriate.
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Agricultural Exllcy basically relates to the preservation of .agricultural
land'asa.valuable economic, environmental, and basic (food) resource.
Policy in Sacramento County, as elsewhere, continues to evolve just as other
essential land use elements and conceptsdo. This report approaches the
topic fran an evolutionary perspective with the intention of generating a
product which provides both positive results and continuity between past
decisions and future opportunities.
The bulk of the.repOrt:addresses:.ways in which agricultural . preservation:can
take place.at the local: level. Before proceeding, however, a brief, statement
shouldibe'mede:asto whv.there.shouId tea public commitment to agricultural
preservation. Agricultural preservation can relate to many objectives:
•
•

tO, /0

conservation of a:limited and irreplaceable resource.
preservation of a major.segment of the local economic 'base (gross.

value of.Sacramento,CoUnty agricultural production between the years
1968 and . 1978. averaged $111 million).
• preservation of natural systems and resburces. ,
• controLof public costs.(in terms of.tax returns vs. public costs.
Farmers are producers, not consumers).
• preservation'of rural lifestyle:
• promote self-sufficiency. • establish stable land use patterns.
• restrain%urban sprawl,
The above list is not' all-inclusive, but should serve as,atesis for further
policy development.
BACKGROUND:-

The General Plan Prior to 1965'
Prior to 1965,. no single General Plan document Edsted. Rather, rural
planning for Sacramento Coenty was divided into - a number of area planning
documents. The first, dated 1961, dealt with the Natoma area. It was soon
followed by plans for the Southwest 'area (1964), the Delta area (1964), and
the Southeast area (1965). In each case, the issue of retaining agriculture
•was discussed and various recommendations put forth. Cne major outcome was
adoption of large lot zoning (20 and 90 acre -minimums) for most of rural
Sacramento County.
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1965 General plan
As was shown. above,. Sacramento County has pursued some form of agricultural
preservation policy and program. since the early . 1960's with theadoption• of
rural area plans -and zoning maps. The 1965 General Plan-attempted - to. synthe,
size these plans and , programs. It had as a - stated objective "to protect the , prime agrieultural areas • in the County . from.urbanencroaohment." . The primary
motive for such an objective related to the major roleagriculture.plaved•in .
the•localeconomy.. The.Plan,.however,' failed to 'mention how' protection was
to occur- Cutside- of the-use , of Large.' lot zoning, no policieswere put •
forth, nor. art.Y:PPecific..action plan
It.didspetify. areas where high quality'

agricultural lands- existed.(andpresumably'where-to be protected) - along the
Cosumnes-River, - in the Delta, and in the Natamas area. Yet,. the Land. Use Map .
in-soMe , .instanoes•faile&sto comOlimentthete. stated locations -An example:
was - in-Natamaa.wherein most of - the'area:was designated • Low-Density Residential.
(the•only pertion•not'so designated ,as in andsaround . the new Metrocolitan .
AirPort) . Given these •Shortcominga;.• the Plan didiproduce•same.positive
results. : it introduced the County-to the, concept of exclusive agricultural
zoningand , Usesi:it . preaented,-for'the'first tiMej the concept of: "leap frog"
development, and.the-needto discourage. it;.and.it-set a' stage for further
preservation, policy..

1973 General Plan
The next fairly comprehensive look at the concept of agricultural preservation
took place in 1972-7973 and culminated with the adoption of.the.present 1973
CoOnty. General Plan.:: This Plan reflects at-least three concepts-not present
in the.former Plan: the role of the State of California; the use of specific
policies to implement the goals and objectives calling,for_agricultural.
preservation; and, promotion of-agriculture as an interim use in areas'.
designated, for future urban develootrent._
The State of California has, for many years, wrestled with the idea of

preserving.agricultnral iand. Many different approaches were put forth and
discussed. TO date, three separate measures have been adopted which bear directly upon the issue. The first required the adoption . cf-an Open Space
Element - tOthe General Plan. The element was to address the preservaticno.f.
specific types of open space, including, but not limited to, agricultural,
and was to indicate-just how. the' jurisdiction intended to implement preservation- The second measure passed by - the legislature was the Land Conservation
(Williamson) Act. This measure permitted counties and cities to enterinto
contractSr. or . agreements on a.voluntary basis 'with individual procerty owners
for the purpose of restricting-use-of agricultural land to agricultural or
related uses..-. The inducement' to enter into suh atontract or agreement was
the reassessment of the land based upon its agricultural value rather than .
its speculative worth. Thia almost -always resulted in a: substantial tax
savings . fOr the landowner. The third measure passed by the legislature was
the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). This act required formal
environmental assessliIent of all discretionary actiOns taken by the various
levels -of government. The result was the ability to better identify direct
and cumulative impacts of decisions, which - in this case, could jeopardize
continued agricultural use'of . land desired for preservation.
CPT-32 A-24
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The County's 1973 General Plan closely reflects the developments at the state
level. (In fact, the County began accepting Williamson Act contracts as
early as 1969, so that by the time the General Plan was adopted by the Board
of Supervisors In April of 1973, fully two-thirds of the eligible agricultural
acreage was already subject to a contract.) As was .noted
the% - present
Plan:expanded upon the 1965 Plan objective to preserve agricultural land by
establishing specific policies to further the objective. It also stated more
definitive objectives as well. The following is a brief Summary of the
Plan's intention regardinciagricultural preservation:
,

GOAL.- To maintain and '. enhance the . agricultural environment of the
COunty.
.

OBjECTIVES - -,_ To. encourage:
•expansion in directions which . will.
minimize conflict with agricultural pursuit.
•

To-discourage premature scattered developments that wbuld-.
conflict with agricultural pursuit.
To encourage land conservation, water reclamation, and
other physical development projects which uculd increase,
enhance, and'protect'agricultural lands and their production :capabilities.
TO encourage agricultural utilization of soils with a
Stone Index rating of40 to 100 (fair through excellent)
in preference to alternative uses.
MAJOR POLICY Control urban sprawl. by timing: and controlling the'
location-of urban services,- defining urban and rural
policy areas, and encouraging development of vacant
skippedover urban . land.
GENERAL POLICIES..- Maintain in perpetuity.the-agriculturaI production
capability of all.land indicated for permanent
agriculture.
Maintain, in the. interim, agricultural production
capabilitv.of all land indicated for reserve.
SPECIFIC POLICIES.- Encourage Williamson Act contracts.
Encourage agricultural research, education and
improvement.projects.
Encourage complimentary state.and federal

programs.
In addition to the policy emphasis, the Plan map reflected a substantial
rollback of residential and industrial lands to permanent agriculture.
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•Developments Since - 1973
A number of significant developments have taken place since the 1973 Plan was
adopted. Eadn'reflected a desire on the part of the County to strengthen the
Plan's agricultural preservation proaram. The first development followed
closely upon the heels of Plan adoption. It called for large scale-rezonings
of agricultural land for' the purpose of making zoning consistent with the
Plan. Mile this stage cannot be considered totally voluntary on . the part. of
the County - (state-law was amended to: require consistency), the degree to
which the' concept was implemented was significant. The second; development

was passage'of - specific . General Plan policy regulating the minimum lot size
in agricultural reserve areas, and
in permanent agricultural areas..
Zoning implementatiOn again was-pursued.diligently: To this date, a
portion of the southeast section of the County could be considered'
partially inconsistent with policy i The area'issignificant in that the
Board.of:Supervisors, when pressed.to'fuly execute-the , minimum lot size
policy', balked and.instead has requested 'restudy of the controversial nature
of the proposal.. The third development was:the.redesignation of substantial
reserve, areas to- permanent agriculture... The:most - significant area affected
was in Natomas where soils:' are considered by most sources to be prime - .
SUMMARY:
Agricultural preservation appears to have come a long way since.its formal_
inception 15 years ago. The Cdunty , continues to develop, what appears on the

surface at least, more effective methods of retaining agriculture:
What remains bo:be-seen, however, is whether. or not the County will chocse. to .
embark upon a , more 'effective and anbitious program - , or - dIdcGe to live with the
status quo. In the -departmentis vi, further evolution appears 'both timely
and necessary.
PROBLEMS WITH PRESENT PROGRAM -

A number of indicators serve notice that the present program is both weak and
ineffective:
• Lard in many agriculturalareas is'beingjourthasedby nonagricultural.
interests and f&rei4n . invOtors: - at. pric es well abovewhat long'-tenth
agritulturs . could'likely reEurn-

• ParcelizationAdevision of -agricultural land - ,into non-viable.units) .
continues tO - take piaceirvmany•agrioultural. areas.
• Zoning in some agricultural areas continues to. reflect . arbitrarypatterns
rather- than wellthOught outrationalboundaries. This,:is primarily due.
to the BOardiSdedision - not . t0 fully implement the minimum parcel size
policy.
•

Land:use boundatieS.,between agricultural and non -agricultural.uses. are
often notphysical.barriers.:With substance, but rather minot•Coenty,
roads and even, in some cases,.property•lines, thereby making - future
conflicts inevitable . ...

•

Rezoning and lot division continue to take- place in and around agricultural.
areas -in a• piecemeal...and untimely fashion -, whidl undermines, to a - degree,
landuse predictability.
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•

The Williamson Act proved ineffective in most fringe areas since - farmers
here have opted, for the -most part, to leave these: lands on the open
market in anticipation of urban area expansion.

•

Recent, state- property tax .amendments ( Proposition 13 and - court actions
have made entering into Williamson contracts less attractive. Proposition. 13, in effect, significantly leered most non-contract assessments
thereby removing the only real inducement to contract. The recent State
Supreme Court . decision relative - to .contract, cancellation (Sierra Club
Vs. City of 'Hayward) makes cancellation .so- unlikely that many: farmers
:the . future. ,
will be .less_ likely to' consider contract ing

The above list •is by no means c.-‘..3mplete. For instarice nearby urbanization
usually results in idling adjacent; or nearby agricultural lards by introducir.g
conflicting 'uses,- alterings.ownei-ship patterns, and changing:.land use expectations- The important coint is that a: nUmber of factors - indicate the present
approach needs further .ref inerrent, if agricultural:. retention is, in fact, to
continue ,to be a desired- goal. of Sacramento_ County.
TOWARD A BETTER APPROACri:
5- Key Issues:
Numerous -;studies suggest- that most , existing- agricultural retention approaches
fail to acidress many issues which are crucial to a: successful program.. These
programs- instead usually focus upon - eliminating or controlling symotoms, MO S t
obvious: of whidi are urbanization, parcelization, and idling: Professor . Mark
B. Lapping: of the University of 'Vermont sugcests five kev poliw issues that
must be addressed: - in the. area of agricultural retention:- - a definition of .prime lands and the associated :problem of economic viability; critical Tess;
plstice and eguity concerns; the capital facilities/land use interface;
and the necessity for a 'pluralism of orcograms.
In defining prige lands, he suggests _that soils are but one . element - in a - far
more - =Implicated mosaic:. Rather, the concept of orime land rests in the
final analysis on economic criteria', not on physical characteristics of the
land. A policy • of agricultural . land' retention, therefore, must seek to
preserve' those: unitS that are viable relative to current and future community
and market :trends". Such a unit may be.(termed.. "prime." Past: discussion of
this issue: at the County level suggesta:.a similar conclusion: • In addition,
many definitions of 'Prime!! lands presently used or suggested 'emphasize . the
econemie aspect by referring to these larxis in economic terms: carrercial
agriculture, lands of local economic importance, etc. As for viability,
Professor Lapping suggests five key factors ; be considered:: land o.apabilitV,
Ideation relative to acribusinesa, and ,rarkets, farm , location patterns, level
of farm investrrent, and rranagerial expertise and faraland ownership Or tenure.
.

Critical' mass :relates. to the:need . for a: sufficient area in order to create and
supExxt markets: for services , without wrucn farming would not remain economically
viable. Critical mass varies from : crop to crop. - What is most crucial is the
need: to preserve agricultural areas, not just random farms. A prram of land:
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retention must be: based upon the understanding that a minimum number of units
is necessary. to: support those businesses and services essential to agriculture.
Critical mass presently does not appear to be crucial in 'Sacramento County
because thesize of the regional agricultural district of 'which we are a Part:
However, it must be-considered when weighing individual and:cumulative land
use thanes..
Justice. and equity are fairly new issues-gaining consideration.. All too
often - a farmer's land-is:his or her hospitalization plan, insurance plan,
children's-tuition, or personal retirement fund. Few can argue that the
desire to; retain farmland or - open.space often occurs at the expense-sof theses
wishes- many officials have now learned ih the process of developing-a
comprehensive agricultural retention program that.: farmers ,. whose support is
necessary for any program to be effective, are willing to cooperate with
systems of land retention if the equity and justice issOes are dealt with
directly and positively„ Cne method'.of.retention most-clemmonly considered.
today - which:attempts to address these issues is Transfer of Development Rights
(TDR) discussed later - lh - this-report. Sacramento. County's - present approach
which' relies heavily _upon zoning - and infrastructure control could not be said
to effectively address these issues... The crier toolwhich to some degree did,
the Williamson Act, also offers.little compensation because of property tax
relief conferred upon.most non-contract land - owners as a result of the
passage of : Proposition 13.
,

Coordination of public capital . facility and investment policy with agricultural.
retention goals is critical . tonany.strategy. It makes little .sense for a
jurisdiciton.to develop a system of retaining . agricultural land if, at the
same timei.catalysts•for growth are.being introduced that will create market
and extra-market forces that will make - agriculture increasinaly . impossible:
Sacramento County realized this in 1973, and by General Plan policydiscouraged
extension of major service infrastructure , into.agricultural areas. Howeyer:
significant problems remain due to 'pest local decisions, (sewers'-and an
airport in Natomas) and actions taken by other levels of government (1-5 cut
through prime agricultural areas:north - and - south of Sacramento).
seema to be recognized by most jurisdicThe need:for:flexibility of
tions presently contemplating stronger- agricultural retention programs. For
instance, most TDR programs are being tried on a target basis in what -are
considered the most critical'areas,:while-otherareas are subject to a.
variety of othertechniques -. Methods employed must include rational policies
and programs; acquisition of lee simple and less than fee Simple (e.g-,
development rights, scenic easements); donation-and dedication of.land-to a
governmentaltody and private conservatory ; and the exercise of regulatory
authority.The above .issues obviously go well beyond most current -land use policy
approaches. The-validity of the issues lies in the fact that without farmers,
there will be little tarming and policies that foster agriculture, agribusiness,
and the expansion of capital available for' agriculture are as . critical as
those which relate to land use.
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CHOICESt
There are several policy options available for preserving-agriculture in
Sacramento County. Consideration should be given to those options which
address the various.issues.stated above.: viability; critical mass equity

capital facilities„ and pluralism.
The.options generally.fall into the following- categories:
.

Traditional tools.
zoning, subdivision. controls, septic tank/
well regulations, tax incentives,-and growth management techniques).

•

Mixed and flexible land use policies.

•

Transfer of Development Rights

•

Purchase of fee or development rights
TRADITIONAL OPTION

This option emphasizes use of the regulatory - powers and tax incentives to

control, urbanizatioh and parcelization, It also includes Growth Management
techniqueadesigned to time and locate.growth in such a mennen . so. as.to
mitigate adveraa effects to services, environmental quality, and resource
conservation. Consideration -of agricultural -retention is incorporated into
most Growth Management schemes to the extent., that'. urbanization is directed
into the least productive agricultural or men space areas. The County is
presently revising its Growth Management Program:in the context of the
General Plan Update. It appears, at this point in
that .adequate open
space is available .to acCommodate urban growth through the year 2000 and that
the openspace-land.available does not, for the most .part, rppresent_highly
productive agricultural land.
There is some latitudeavailable to the - County for additional development of
this option.
A.

The County, by policy, •ouldTlace farmers and non7farmer.speculators:,
on' notice 'that General Plan amendments and rezones in the . permanent
agricultural areas shall be strongly discouraged on-a_piecemeal - basis,
Bather, suCh.requests would only be. entertained in the
of a,
five-year (or whatever) land use update.- The-porpose.of this 'type of
posture is to give farmers some sense of . continuity of land-use policy so.
thatthey.can' be 'assured to some degree:i that - incompatible•land.uses
won't all of a. sudden appear next door - and jeopardise their operation..
It will also permit them to make fairly long-term lease and/or rent,
arrangements , Without.having.toworrTabout sudden unpredictable-changing.
circumstances. This "kind of 'posture would fit'. in well with the existing'
Growth Management sCheme that involves periodic review of: urban land_
supply and needs. Its one undesirable quality, is that•it removes. the_
spOntaneouslelement for•speculation 'to some degree. However, at element
of continuity may be viewed as beneficial for soeculators.as.well, since
to prove reliable than.
thorough lam use reevaluation is
mere triad and error.
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B. The County could consider acquiring some degree of interest in land
uhich is either converted: to agricultural-residential use, or zoned or
subdivided into small, acreage, parcels (such as 23 acres). A logical
deYice would be the granting of Open Space .Easements similar to those
taken for Lot Reduciton ,. Permits. The purpose of this proposal is to slow
down the parcelization process. It nould be selectively applied, in areas
felt to be viable agriculturally, but in need of some fool of stable
buffer. An example.- of . when this could effectively be applied would be
where a subdivision is proposed along the interface of agriculturalresidential and permanent agricultural land. The :development, in this
case, might be clustered (see Mixed and Flexible,. Land Use policies
below) , and a-, larger :.agricultural , unit strategically retained - with an
easement over it.. This woUld help develop larger-term 'viability of the
• neighboring agricultural region.
C. Large: lot .agricultural zoning "should be retained.: Eloweveri• it should
reflect logical land, use arrangements and .physical features: In this ,
• regard the County could:
1. Retain an ;amended. version of the minimum lot size.standard policy
1%hich - reflects a degree of compromise:
SCS Soil Classes - 1 , 2
Other Classes
Stecial Cirmrstances
(buffering, etc.),

40_ ac. min:.
80 ac:_min..
20 ac. min.

2.. Cons icier amending -all
zone -, provisions
relating to .:minimum lot size-- so that they reflect the aboVe.
policy.
.

The County should_ consider amending, all . permanent' agriOultural zone
provisions relating to minimum lot size so - that it becomes clear that , the
minim= lot size Permitted -floy,•the :zone. is not an automatic right, but
instead mustrelate to the continued - and/or prcznotiOnal - use of - the land.
for agricultural purpose . .

;;

The County could consider establishing. an-. AgricultUral , Plan Ccmission
comprised of representative farmers and ranchers .appointed by Supervisors
representing Districts and 5. - (districts having clear agricultural
interests). This body could be drawn - from , the=rrembets of the five rursil
Community Advisory Councils and could require Farm Bureau membership as
well..This concept, modeled partly after. El- Dorado. County 1 s.Carmission,
%mid provide greater and rrore - direot agricultural representation in all
issues which bear Mos t directly upon rural concerns. The body' could' have
limited discretionary 'power. similar to the Subdivision. ReView CLunittee.
and Planning COMM is s io and/or reccuirrerding power directly to the Board
of SuPervisors.
F.

The County, by policy; could prioritize permanent agricultural areas.
Areas :given a low-agr icultural ranking would be considered pore appropriate
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for conversionand hence, considered first. The purpose of this oolicy
is to give the oanmunity a clearer. understanding of where long-term
urbanization could most likely occur. Policy basically recognizes that
there is .norsuch - thing as"permanent" agriculture .and that even the best
and most remote agricultural regions are subject to conversion.
MIXED AND.FLEXIBLE LAUD USE POLICIES
This option recognizes a certain development potential for all rural land and
the need to accommodate it irva.fashion - which minimizes adverse effects to
continued- agricultural use.. As a consequence, it would.allow. a mixture of
rural type-developments within agricultural regions. The - option further
recognizes that zoning and other regulatory devices are often unresponsive to
charging situations and can only be relied upon to : a certain degree before ,
significantcpposition develcos to compromise its effectiveness. This option
attempts to develoo. tne justice and equity elements needed for a long-term
acceptable strategy. The following are examples of mixed land use policies.

A.

Flexible Zoning:. - This conceot.permits a certain - yield. of agricultural residential lots per pc .many acres. of agricultural land.. Normallv, this
yieldAs one lot ter 40 acres with the agricultural-residential lot
restricted in: size to 2-1/2 to 5 acres (five acres is the present Sacramento : Ccunty standard).. This concept overcomes the objection to most
regulatory. retentionprograms which capturelfarmland for the.public good
without giving farmers an' development gainS. (equity)
.

.

B.

Rural Mixed Development: This concept would sallow- multiple:ard,rrdxed
uses consistent with the rural setting. It would also . prcmote.residential
clustering: which.reduces road improvements, encourages mutual service
svstems-,- retains the more productive acreage into manageable .units', and
helps prevent subdividing into minimal arc] oftennon-viable parcels
(capital facilities interface).

C.

Complimentary. Concepts: The following are same examples. of-concepts
which could oampliment;the 'above-mentioned techniques.
1• Transfer of - potential. lot yield from one commonly held-Property to
another. The owner is permitted a higher vield on one site to offset
retention via an Open Space Easement on other long-term regulatory
device.
2. Trade. highly productive acreage for lessproductive-acreage,with
Understanding : that.less productive acreage will be granted higher lot:
yield•in exchange..

3. Vbluntary transfer•of - develott...went potential- between difterent , owners.
The County woUld permit - an owner of less productive land to purchase
the development potential (lot yield) from -highly productive-areas on
an . acre-foracre basis. The developer it. permitted a•higher lot
yield, the farMer-gains •a monetary value for the sale of hispotential:
lot yield v •and the County acquiresa degree of retention upon grant
of an Open Space.Easementcver the farmer !s acreage. Such-a - concept
should not be confused with
tar reaching transfer of Development
GPT-32 B-12
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Rights program described below. This would - be strictly voluntary in
nature and very sporadically applied. It is similar to bonus density
zoning in that a.person is rewarded for purchasing agricultural
development potential and applying-it in an area acceptable to the
County. While this_technique , is. voluntary in nature, it could be a
requited step in order to amend and/or rezone land frcm a permanent
agriculture category to an agricultural-residential category.TRANSFER OF DEVELOPM31\72 RIGHTS (Mandatory Program)

Definition
Transfer. of development rights is a planning and zoning device to recognize
and determine the development right on one owner's - eroperty, and to providea
means by which that richt can be transferred to another property. The
purpose Of TDR is essentially . to relocate potential developitent frcm areas'
where environmental or land use impacts could be severe to areas ere those
impacts can be minimized. TDR . systems have been Proposed -throughout the
country in attempts , to preserve historical buildings and places in Chicago
and New York,'-sensitive cYpressestands ard mangrcve swemps - in,Florida,
hillsides and'hazardous areas in California and agricultural an in Ne14
Jersey. In these places, TDR has been proposed as -a supolement to conventional zoning-,.when - zoning was not considered adequate to preserve the
special- characteristics or .resources of land or where sufficient funds to'
obtain public ownership of those lands was lacking. Without these funds and
in the face -ct development pressures, these jurisdictions .required. some
mechanism to preserve. valued -lands while still providing Property owners some
compensation for,restricting:the use .of those lands. 'TDR . was considered.as'
one method of Preserving historical- orenvironmental resources from developmental impacts while equitably compensating property owners for restricting
the development on their property. The compensation .for development restrictions is obtained through the-sale.and transfer ofdevelopment potential to
another . proeprty.
The concept.of:TDR,.the sale:and transfer of.a development right, is difficult
to understand,. The sale.of development rights is similarto the sale of a
property's mineral-orair rights. The concept is based on the recognition
that ownership; of land consists of several, rights, one of which is the right
to.develop ; the lend within the limitations apolied'td it by the community..
Development rights , can therefore he considered a separate-right which can be
deleted-from the fee.. While this is an acceptable and understandable -procedure,
the difference between the sale l of mineral and air rights and a TD, Rsystem is
that once:sold -, mineral or air rights remain "on" the property. Once - development rights are sold in . a TDR system , the .rights are then removed from the
property and transferred to another property. The property which has sold
its developrent rights is then restricted to a use .-which serves the public
benefitesuch as open space or:exciusive agricultural uses. Compensation
to the proberty Owner: for restricting the use of the property is then not
derived from limited public funding sources, such as:bond-issues•or assessment
districts, but rather from.thesaie%of the development rights. - In this.
manner,, public. benefit is achieved through the preservation of valued spaces,
and equity is afforded the property-owner by the money. received from the:
sales and transfer of. development rights.
.
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TDR Application:
There are some very basic provisions necessary for a comprehensive mandatory
TDR crdinance.to work:
1. There has to be clear delineation of preservation and development
areas, and the delineation should be based upon a comprehensive
analysis.of farmland viability. The TDR concept differs from
previous options and techniques in that it has potential for true
effectiveness Lf. implemented: carefully. Its application should be
as carefully considered as a Land Banking scheme to - avoid prepreservation of purely Open Space Land. Careful analysis and mapping of
both preservation - and development areas is required.
•

2. There should. be a'close balance kept between-the - amount of .
preserVation areaand develootent area rights -. This will :requirecareful: monitoring.'of - the.system.an4, ifJnecessary,..alterationsin.
order:that-the balance be maintained.
3. Development- Rights must . be allooated,eqUitably - in preServationareas Arbitrariness, often found' in zoning atrangementS, must be
avoided. If the allocation of rights is to vary, it should be based
on.real constraints and opportunities. •
4. There .• should: be clear incentives, for - development area owners to
purchase rights.andpreservation. area .owners 'to sell:

Guaranteed.densitl r. bonUses are the-usual incentive orovided - to
developers.- This-requires at leastrtwo prerequisites: - little
neighborhOcd_Or•Community opposition tathe higher densities and a .
healthy demand for . develcoment. - incentive to farmers to sell their
rights-are often in the form of density bonuses as well (e.g., the
underlying•Zoningdensity'may be 1. unit per 80 acres for 0n-site
development ancli• per 20 acreS - if transferred).
5.

A Development Rights transfer process must be established which
includes a clear description of goverment's role. Most present TOR
ordinances restrict development on properties transferring development
rights through easement, agreement, or deed Strict ion.

6.

The system must be clearly understood and appreciated by farmers
developers and decision-makers prior to inception. One drawback of
a TDR concept is its novelty. Effective promotion of the concept is
therefore critical.
,

7. The TDR - ordinance - requiresSuppOrtinTpublicpOlicies bo . protect
preservation- areasand foster: growth in develooMent.areas.: . 'Conflicting
policies and programs: such a“ensity•bonuses for passivesolar.energy•.
design would.tendto undermine preservation objectives. •
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Potential for SUccess:
Many people who are Involved it agricultural retention planning are optimistic
abOut-theTDR concept.- The reasons for optimism -are based upon the way TDR
relates to . the-livekey policy'issdesidentified•earlierin- this.papenas
necessary concerns'of-.a-prOgram designed to retain farmland. Let -us .examine
this relationship. •
1.

k.definition-of prite land and the associatedproblems of leconomic
viability...
-

The planting procesa_behind the.designation.cif agricultural. preservation •
areas under a TDR ordinance should include the analysis of farmland - viability,
and
the municipality to review all of its policies an&regulaticns to
insure that they do not conflict with the _retention goal. Once the preservation area is designated, this is. Public: notice of the intent of government to
actively .wotk- to prevent unnecessary . conversion of this ian[L.. The. result of
this. commitment. is a - better thane of.keeping - the -entire: agricultural industry
support system operational.'
2. The critical mass necessary to insure the agricultural industry's
viability.
withoutalarge-encugh farming area, markets for services are not created.
Without services, farming,oannot remain economically viable. It is thp
preservation of agricultural areas, not just random farms which is crucial.
TDR provides the opportunity to designate these areas, eqUitablv treat the
landowners, and provide active public policy and physical infrastructure
supoort.toguide inconsistent-land uses to.other areas of the community.
3.

Justice and equity in the treatment of farmers.

The basis of a farter's wealth is often - the land value. Restrictions placed.

upon.farmlana =version directly affect this value, and the farmer views
himself as the-victim . of the process of retention, for retention programs:
often require that the development potential of the farmland be diminished.
By allowing the transfer,of this development-potential rather that its
restrictions, TDR provides a means of allowing the: farmer to capture .its
value.and to' continue farming.
4.. The' interface of capital

'are land use.

The process behind the designation of a preservation area .under a TDR. ordinance,.
and the.publioactions which follow, prOvida:control oyerpublic investments
such as sewage ,treatment facilities, water systems', highways, 'and other
utilities. This public policy of protecting the •preservation•area..prevents
public sector . investment decisions. thatwould 'create. conversion pressures.
Correspondingly, there, would be an active program to provide the necessary
infrastructure in the development-areato handle the allOwed density increase.
5. The necessity for a pluralism of programs designed toiretard
conversion.
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The diversity of situations in an agricultural region require a-package of
programs rather than a Single approach. Through a mixture of regulation, ,
purchase and TDR, the flexibility will be available to foster an acceptable
program for farmland retention.

Surrimary:
No single technique will: provider the means to retain farthland lin agricultural
use. TDR appears to. provide.the'best:tool to assist in meeting this goalUnlike most other tools, the preparation of a TDR program forces publicpplicy,makers to carefully examine:theunitY, determing.where growth
should go' an. where'it should not: It then requires a.revision , of public
policies-to protect the preservation areas and ba foster -growth in the
development areas. It is this examination and - decision-making process .which,
in fact, may be the most tmportant aspect of a TDR program. In terms of
direct applicability, a TDR program - could be applied in conjunction with
future policy decisiams to urbanize or indicate for urban-reserve status any
permanent agricultural districts.
LAND BANKING, PURCrlit3E, E.
One of the - mast'effective- methods of.retaining land in a:natural, oPen:space,
or-agricultural state is to simply buy it. ;:'nfortunately,- this is ty frtr the
most expensive _alternative. Even leasing tad< the lend to_farmers w'ith
restrictions-, to. use . will most often nat . :curie:close-to-recovering the:initial
purchase fee due to the highly inflated value of the lands being purchased.

Some jurisdictions have passed bond issues to buy fee title or.developMent
rights-. King County, : Washingtonfor. example, passed a,50:million dollar
bond issue last year. The primary objective was to buy a. specified number of
acreage development. rights based upon a- prepared plan. Discussions with the
King County staff, however, indicate dnatthe-crogram is having difficulty
with legal obstacles which are sapping much of the financial resources. In
addition, it turns out that - purchase of- development rights is . not that great
a bargain: - since, the average. cost of development rights ranges between-7a and
80% of the fee title. From - staff's viewpoint, it sees: highly unlikely any
Board of Supervisors- in the near future would seriously consider such costly
options, The Proposition 13 mccd - still pervades the atmospherean&if less
costly methods can be -effectiVe', such as TDR, then they should be - considered
first.
:
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MEMO TO: Mike - Lake, Senior Planner
SUBJECT: Information for Workshop-V. - Agriculture and Open Space
Attached for your review , is information on the City of Sacramento open
space/park-system as it appliesto:Workshop Number V. The information provided
represents the major findings of the recently adopted Park and Recreation Master
Plan, The format for the information presented is as follows:

1.

U.

City of Sacramento Parks/Open.Space System
A.

City Standards

B.

Comparison of Standards to Current and Projected Populations

C.

Future Parkland Acquisition

D.

Major Polities

Financing the System
A. Acquisition
Rehabilitation
C.

Development

D. Methods of Financing the System
E.

Major Policies

III. Marinas
A.

Market Study

B.

Sacramento Boat Harbor ExpanSlon

C.

Future Policies
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I.

Current Status of Parks/Open Space System
The following information presents the City standards for parks/open space. These standards are compared to the existing population and the
projected population of 1990. This section of this document also presents
major policies associated with the City park/open space- system..
A.

City Standards
The City of Sacramento.standard-for park/open space is 10 acres per
1,000 population. The types of City facilities that are contained:
within -this standard and their specific criteria are as follows:

1.

Neighborhood : park. A park or playground developed primarily to
serve the recreation needs of a small portion of the City. The
park serves an area within a one half mile radius of the park.
The park is often situated adjacent to an elementary school and
improvements are usually oriented towards the recreation needs of
children. The siie.is generally from two to ten acres depending
on the nature of the service area. In addition to landscaping,
improvements might include atot lot, children's play structures,.
and an unlighted sports field or court. The standard for this
type of park is 2_5 acres per 1;000 residents of the City.

2.

Community Park. A park or facility developed primarily to meet
the requirements of a' large portion of the City. The location
services an areawithin a three mile radius. The size is
generally from six to sixty acres. In addition to neighborhood
park elements, a community park might also have restrooms, large
landscaped areas, a community center, a swimming pool, lighted
sport fields, and specialized equipment not found in a neighborhood Park; Some of the small-sized community parks may,
however, be dedicated to one particular use. Some elements in the
park may be under lease to community groups. The standard for
this type of park is 2.5 acres per 1 , 000 residents of the city.

3.

City. Regional_ Park. A park which has been developed with a wide
range. of improvements usually not found in local community or
neighborhood facilities to meet the needs of the entire City
population. The location serves an area within a 30-minute
driving time radius and the size is generally larger than 75 .
acres. In addition to neighborhood and community park type improvements, the 'facility may include golf course, marina, amusement area, zoo ; nature area and other elements. Some elements in
the park may be under lease to community groups. The standard for
this: type of park is fiveatres - per 1,000 residents in the City.
NOTE: Leased - Recreation Elements - Community and . City Regional
Parks may contain lands and/or elements owned by the City, but
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leased through the Department of Parks and CoMmunity Services to
community or other nonprofit groups for specific recreation act“.
vities. The nature and terms of the lease may vary, but such
lands and/or facilities are available for public use when not
being actively used for their leased activity. Permit or other
restrictions may . apply.

4. City Parkway. A linear park or closely interconnected system of
City or school parks located along a roadway, waterway, bikeway,.
or other common corridor. The size varies and the overall shape
is generally elongated and narrow. No separate standard for this
type of facility has been established as it is a form of community
or City regional park.

5. Landscaped and Dedicated Open Spaces. Lands owned by the City and
developed, operated, Or maintained by the Department of Parks and
Community Services primarily to enhance the environmental beauty
of the City. Active recreational uses of these sites may be nonexistent or highly limited, No standard for this type of facility
has been established.
Other sites used for public recreation:

1. School Park. Land owned by a school district and designated under
special agreement with the Department of Parks and Community
Services for joint development, operation, or maintenance by both
agencies to meet general public and school; recreation needs. The
site is usually adjacent to City park land, but may be located
independently and supplement the City park system in areas where
park sites are limited or not:available. Improvements are
generally similar to those found in.the typical neighborhood park.
No separate standards for this type of facility have been
established.
,

2. School Yard. Land owned by a school district and operated by them

for

school oriented recreation purposes. The Department of Parks
and Community Services may occasionally use individual sites by
special permit of the school district, but development, operation,
and maintenance7of the facilities remain the responsibility of the
school district._ No . standard for this type of . facility has been
established._

3. Special Recreation Facilities. Lands and/or facilities owned. by
public Or Private agencies Or persons that are leased to the City
and/or operated by the Department of Parks and Community Services
to meet public recreation needs: The nature and terms of individual lease agreements may vary. Recreation opportUnities are
generally limited and may have permit or other restrictions on
their use. No standard for this type of facility has been
established.
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B.

Comparison of Standards to Current Inventory. The City of Sacramento
manages 2,398 acres of park/open space at 94 sites. Based upon the
City standards for parks and the existing and projected populations,
the following comparisons can be made:
City-wide Park Acreage Summary
1980

1995 •

Neighborhood Park Land,
Existing Acres of Park Land
Population in Thousands
Acre Standard per Thousand
Existing Acres per Thousand
Percent of Standard
Acreage Excess or Deficiency

174.5
275.6
2.5
0.63
25%
-514.5

174.5
381.5
2.5
0.45
18%
-779.3 -

814.7
275.6
2.5
3.0
120%
+125.7

814.7
381.5
2.5 '
2.1
84%
-139.1

Community park: Land
Existing Acres of Park Land
Population in Thousands
Acre Standard per Thousand.
Existing Acres per Thousand:
Percent of Standard '
Acreage Excess or Deficiency
City Regional Park Land
Exising Acres of Park Land
Population in Thousands
Acre Standard per Thousand
Existing Acres per Thousand
Percent of Standard
Acreage Excess or Deficiency
C.

1,409.1
275.6
5.0
5.1
102%
+31.2

1,409.2
381.5
5.0
3.7
74%
-498.3

Future Park Land Acquisition
The City's Park and Recreation Vaster Plan calls for the acquisition
of five -neighborhood parks,. five community parks,,one regional park,
and the joint development of . 68.school sites to meet the City park
standards by the year 1995 -.
Using the radius and population standards for City parks, the proposed
acquisition'schedule, when 'complete, will put 95%-ofthe City's residential areas within the adopted neighborhood, community and regional
park standards. Attachment Iv

presents a detailed listing of all City parks and a

reference map that reflects existing and proposed parks.
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D.

Major Policies
The following City Council policies are used to manage theCity's
parksiopenHspace:
1

. L'jL4i1E.r.119.ELIclt_tion:
a. The City of Sacramento shall provide a minimum of 2.5 acres of
neighborhood and 2.5: acres. of community park land per1,000
population._ The'City shall also proV•de five acres of regional park land. per 1,000 population. The land shall be
located as follows:
-

A neighborhood park within one-half. mile Of each resident.

-

A community park within three miles of each resident:

-

A City regional park within 30 minutes drive of each
resident.

b.

To be Cost effective, the:City shall utilize school sites,
where feasible, rather than purchase park sites, to meet park
acreage standards for neighborhood and. communityparks.

c.

Open space at school sites recognized in the Parks. and
Recreation Master Plan as meeting the open space/park requirements of the . Cityshall be:purchased . by the:City if the site is declared Surplus by the school districts.

d.

Fee purchase of park land shall be considered only. after other
methods of land acquisition or utilization are exhausted,
..

e.

In general, the City shall not Consider acquisition of any
sites less than one acre in size for utilization as a park
except in areas found to be deficient according to the standards.of the Master Plan.

f.

Upon receipt offive-year census updates, the City shall
review the park acreage plan for appropriate adjustment.,

g.

The identification and acquisition of sites containing significant native plant communities,, historical or archeological
resources, or examples of ecological relationships, is a legitimate function of the Department. The purpose of such
acquisitions shall be - to make these environmental resources
available for public visitation education, and recreational
use. Significant natural areas include; but are not limited
to, native, woodlands and Savanna, riparian environments,
historic sites and structures, as well as- bird and animal
habitat_
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2. Rehabilitation
a.

It is the policy of the Department that all park and
recreation facilities shall be made available to . the public in
a safe, clean, and usable condition.

b. The Department, through the annual budget process and public
review, shall develop an updated priority list of rehabilitation projects. Recommendations shall be based on a systematic
yearly inspection of all recreation sites. Follow-up checks
on the progress of repairs will be part of the Division's
yearly performance report.
c. The priority-list shall be sufficiently flexible to take
advantage of opportunitiesfor grants, outside revenue
sources, grouped _construction bids, and community involvement.
d. The rehabilitation of existing park and recreation facilities
shall receive a.relatively higher pribrity, in funding over the
development of new.park and recreation facilities. This
policy shallAiot preclUde development of new facilities, but
simply make rehabilitation the-first consideration in budget
priorities until existing facilities are deemed to be satisfactory.
e. Community participation in the rehabilitation of park and
recreation facilities shall be promoted.
f.

Wherever feasible., rehabilitation.shall include upgrading to
meet current handicap and safety standards.

g. The Department shall use its community seed money account to
assist volunteer groups involved in the rehabilitation of
their local parks.
3. Development
a. Repair and rehabilitation of existingequipment shall have the
highest priority inthe Department's Capital improvement Program. Next in importance shall be the basic, development of
undeveloped sites. Last in relative consideration shall be
the additional development or redesign of already basically
developed parks.
,

D.

Priority for park development shall be given to those planning
areas that' are the, most deficient in-developed : park acreage
per 1,000 population.

c. Exceptions to the adopted priority lists for facility development shall be considered when:
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-

Quimby Act funds are acquired for a specified area.

-

Specific gifts or grants for development have been
obtained.

-

Cooperative.development with other agencies; citiiens .
groups, and school districts occurs.

-

Public or program demand arises accompanied.with measurable
justifications; i.e., surveys, public hearing, deficiencies
in park and recreationsystems, public safety concerns,
etc.

d.

The Department shall provide a basic facility development
program for undeveloped sites with its.main focus on neighborhood and community parks including School - sites identified
as neighborhood or community park acreage as outlined in the
Master Plan. Basic development consists of grading, irrigation, and landscaping and one recreation element designated in
the site master plan.

e.

A site master plan of each park shall be developed through a
public involvement process prior to site development or redevelopment. Wherever possible, the residents of the park service area shall be consulted for assistance in choosing the
recreation elements to be included in the park.

f.

The actual development of a .neighborhood or community park
shall not proceed, until 50 percent of thehousing units in the
park service area are completed.
Neighborhood parks shall not contain the following elements::
community centers, swimming pools, on-site parking, wading
pools; and permanent restrooms. There shall be no restrictions on recreation elements for community; regional, or spe-

cial use parks:.
h.

All major recreation construction projects as identified by
the Department Director shall be• preceeded by a formal feasibility study to determine the need for •such developMent. If
the 'proposed facility is not self-supporting, the feasibility
. study should include:evidence-of the opinion of the community
on the need for the facility and an exploration of shared use
of already existing public or private facilities. A maintenance and operations. impact report shall accompany all studies. The environmental effettsrof the project shall also be
studied throughoutthe feasibility process.

i.

All new or redesigned facilities shall be wherever feasible
designed to accommodate handicapped and disabled users.
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j. The Department shall develop a greater emphasis-on a river
oriented network of parks that will enhance the public's ability' to use this important recreation resource.
4. Park and Recreation Services
a. A level of services, known as base line services, shall be
offered in the community. Base line services will consist of:
- Those programsAnd services which provide .for operation,.
maintenance and 'access to recreation . facilities and for the
provision of a basic, broad and general program of activities and events, including opportunities for athletic,
cultural, social, and educational experiences.
Such programs-and services shall be primarily supported by
the General Fund to. provide for the management, organization and supervision of these basic programs with general
leadership and, the operation and maintenance of the facilities so as to provide for a safe and clean environment.
It may be appropriate to charge a nominal fee for the above
range. of programs and services if any or all of the
following conditions apply:
-

as a means to ration limited facilities: among a large
number of users.

-. as an aid in-diScipline . and control.
-

as am aid
service.

in promoting respect for the activity and/or

b. Professional assistance in facilitating and coordinating
programs and services with groups, organizations and individuals who are capable of directing and supporting their- own
activities so as to maximize recreation opportunities to a
larger population.
c. Maintenance of trees:, grass, floral displays and other public
landscapes both in the parks and on other City land such as
street medians, street trees and public building grounds ,, and
free access to park open :spaces.
AdditiOnal level of services, known as non base line services,
shall be offered in the community.
a. In the Recreation Division, the direct cost of . programs.and
services that fall into one or more of the categories listed
below shall be supported from user fees, grants, donations,
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fund raisers, co-sponsorship agreements, in-kind services,
individual and/or organizational volunteers, and other nongeneral fund. resources:
-

Services which use consumable or personalized materials and
supplies.

-

Services which require a facility with high capital,
operating or. maintenance costs..

-

Services which require special preparation or clean.-up.

-

Services which require specialized instruction, materials
or equipment at - additional costs.

•

Services which require specialized leadership and/or a high
participation/leadership ratio.

-

The users of the service are organized into a collective
group that can be reasonably expected to have the capability-of supporting the direct costs of. the program
through their own resources.

- - Where use of the services or facilities is limited to a
relatively few individuals or special interest groups of a
private character.
-

Public property is used for private economic gain.

-

Admission -to special events where proceeds are used to
extend the activity or cover the cost of the event.

b. Non-base line , park services shall consist of individuarand
group reservations of sites, permits for special use facilities, rental charges 'for equipment and other specialized activities that provide benefits to a limited group of users.
Special consideration i0.-the allocation of services shall be
given to those groups in the populations with limited ability
to provide for. themselves either through lack of income or
other socio-economic factors. This special consideration
should take the form of reduced and/or exempted fees and
should be implemented based on the following criteria:
-

Other funding/provision resources have been explored and
there is no other logical or reasonable method of making
the service-available. to the population grouping.
The nature of the service has been determined by the Parks
or Recreation Division to be of sufficient importance to an
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individual's recreation experience or to his welfare and
safety.
- It may be appropriate to designate only portions of a population grouping, community, or specific services to receive
this special consideration.
a.

City residents shall receive priority in all areas of service
over, non-residents or tourists.. Program scheduling, reservation systems and fee schedules, where applicable, shall give
preference to residents.

b. The emphasis of program organization and delivery shall be at
the community/neighborhood level so that the programs, activities and services provided reflect the interests, needs and
socio-e•onomic makeup of the specifiA populations being
served. The services provided shall be sensitive to the identified special programHneeds of the handicapped, elderly and
other special populations.
c, Program Aevelopment shall include citizen participation and
involvement.
d. The Department shall actively co-sponsor and/or facilitate
recreation programs-witliother public agencies', school
districts, community organizations, groups and individuals and cOordinate, wherever: possible, with commercial and: private
providers,
.

e.

The Department shall support and help implement proposals . in
the "1980 Sacramento County Master Plan for Recreation for the
Disabled,"

f.

The Department shall also cooperate with other community organizations and agencies to facilitate the delivery of other
human and social services to the community.

g. The Department shall provide professional staff assistance,
technical support, and sufficient information to the general
public to facilitate. their - use of City recreation programs,
services and facilities and shall actively .support individuals
and groups providing-self-.sponsored programs and services.
h. The following services to the community should receive special
emphasis and leadership from the - Department as well as a
cooperative or supportive role:

RecteWon programming . (individual.and group . organized
games, free play, sport and physical exercise).
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-

Cultural programming (fine, folk., and ethnic arts and
crafts).

-

Operation and maintenance of open space., recreation areas
and structures providing a. community recreation: use.

-

Street tree planting and maintenance

- .Leisure education and counseling (promoting the benefits of
recreation, teaching recreation skills).

I.

-

Visitor safetyservices (protection of life, property, and.
health of visitors to recreation sites).

-

Information services (providing information about
recreation-related - opportunities in. the community to
residents).

-

Community . involvement - using recreation as a way to bring
the community together. Providing leisure timeopportunities to Serve the community through volunteerism.

It shall be the policy Of the Department that throudh
programming, scheduling, and future facility development
changes, league sports play shall be, whenever possible, relocated out of neighborhood parks to community.and regiona l
facilities.
The Department. shall establish a Citizens Advisory Committee
of. 14 volunteer members representing a cultural . and geographic
cross section of the Community, . Members shall be-appointed by
the Department Director subject to City Council approval:.
Their duties shall be to:
Meet every other month or as the need arises.
Review and comment on Department pOlicies, procedures,- and
planning Methods which affect . service to the community.

- Assist - thelJepartment on speclal.studieS or projects - .
-

Conduct an annual public meeting to help update the 1984
Master Plan.

-

Oversee •mplementation of the 1984 Master Plan policies.

-

Perform other related functions as requested.

Committee members would serve on - a Staggered basis. When the
committee is initially formed, eight -members - shall serve a
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two-year term and six shall serve for one year. Thereafter,
the terms shall be for two years for each group with no person
serving more than two terms. To ensure adequate representation, the Department shall attempt to appoint at least one
advisor from each community planning area.
5. Personal Safety and Vandalism
It is the policy of the City of Sacramento that park and
recreation facilities shall be maintained and operated in a manner
that keeps people and properties safe from crime and vandalism in
order for patrons to receive maximum benefit and enjoyment from
the facilities.
II.

Financing the System
Financing the park/open space system of the City of Sacramento can be subdivided into four separate categories: (A) Acquisition of New Park Sites,
(B) Rehabilitation of Existing Developed Sites, (C) Development of New
Sites, and (0) Ongoing Maintenance and Operation Requirements. Table II-I
presents the estimated cost in 1982 dollarsto finance the existing and
proposed:park and recreation system as identified in the Master Plan. A
brief description 'ofeach of the major areas of expenditure is as follows:
A. ,Acquisition
The majority of park sites proposed in the Master Plan can be secured
under the Quimby ordinance. Only one site, the Land Park Treatment
Plant property, requires fee title purchase. This site was purchased
from the Regional Sanitation Board in July of 1984.
(See Table I,

next page).
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TABLE
5ummary : Cost'Estimates to Implement
1984 Park and Recreation Master Plan

Category
N.

Est - . Cost,
1982 Dollars

Acquisition,
1. Fee purchase
2. _Quimby dedication
3. Utilization of school sites.

.

$700,000
-0-O-

Rehabilitation
1_
2..
3.

C.

Operation Maint. ..
Impact, 1982 .
Dollars.
(Above Current
Level of
Expenditure)

Safety
Effectiveness
Enhancement of recreation
and aesthetics

540,200 '
1,729,100
399,500

Development
1.
2.
3.

Park site basic improvements
Park site recreation elements
School site improvements

D.

Service Issues

E.

Maintenance Requirements
TOTAL

.

-19,556,500
19,556,500
3,300,000
$

999,606

$ 4;563,650

,

45,725,800
on time.
mosts

$ 5,563,256 in
annual addltional costs

*The cost estimates for . park - development do not include the cost for any .
major recreation elements like community centers, swimming pools, or
sports. complexes, Cost estimates for these elements will be determined as
site specific master plans are developed.
B. Rehabilitation of Existing Sites Deterioration of park facilities generally originates from three
sources: aging:of the facility, heavy Use of the park', and vandalism.
The rehabilitation of the park sitesimproves the service level to the
community and reduces the ongoing maintenance requirements associated
with deteriorated or obsolete facilities.and equipment.
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The cost estimates developed within this.category were determined by.
field inspections of-theCiV. 94 park units:. This process will be
followed on an annual basis Auring the Department budget development
process. Based uponAhe size of the park system ; the increased use of
public parks, and the age of mOst City parks, there 'will be- a:requirement to annually reinvest funds in the rehabilitation of City
facilities.

C.

Development of New Sites
Of the 2,378 acres of park land in the City's current inventory, 1,228.
acres are undeveloped. The City also plans on acquiring an additional
75 acres of neighborhood and community park land to meet the goals of
the master plan, presenting a total of 1,303 acres of undeveloped
land. The development of park land is. divided into two categories:
basic improvements and park enhancements.
Basic improvements -. consist of site drainage, turf, irrigation, trees
and street frontage. Using an average-cost of $15 -,000 per acre times:
1,303 acres of undeveloped park land, the City is faced with a. cost of
$19,658„.500 in 1982 dollars to.providebasic park lanAAMproVements.
Park enhancements involve the addition Of or . improvements to
recreation'tlementsjor the purpose of enhancing the usability of the ,
park site.; i.e., tennis'courts i play areas, etc.. - For planning purposes, an - average.cost.of130,O00 per acre has. been used to project
future park improvements in this category. Based upon the aSsumption. that one out of every two park land acres will contain recreation elements of this type one half of the 1,303.undevelopeAacres or 651 .
acres will require park enhancements as. determined by the park Master
Plan. .Given an average cost of imoma per acre.,:the City faces a
$19,556,500-cost in-1982'dollars injuture park improvement needs.

In addition to financing park. -development, certain school sites are
recognized as:meeting:neighborhood and community -park needs. Using an
average of S50 1.0004er.school Site for park improvements, it wuld cost
$3,300,000.::to develop: the 66 sites recognized in - the:master plan.

D. Methods to Finance the System The five-year General Fund forecast prepared by the City Department of
Finance indicates to balance the budget will require: major budget
.
reductions or new revenue sources over the next five years. This,
coupled with the uncertainties of Proposition 36 and local government
financing, makes At difficult to project future levels: of park
acquisition and development'.
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Assuming the cost estimates to implement the park Master Plan are
correct, the City-will need to expend $45 million without considering
inflation or developMent.cost : of Major recreation facilities. .Based.
upon this level, of projected expenditure, the City Council adopted the
following action plan for financing the system;
E. Major Policies
The Department shall:
1. Seek 50 percent of the City's Park Development Fee to be
appropriated on an annual basis for new park development and renovation of existing parks.
2. Aggressively, seek State,. Federal, and local grants to improve City
recreation services'and - support the enactment of State and. Federal
legislation that'wouldestablish or expand: park and recreational
acquisition and development funds. .
3. Recognize the need to provide neighborhood and community park and
recreation areas and facilities in conjunction with populations
generated by new developMent, The funding for those areas and
facilities is the primary responsibility of the developer - .
4. Support the establishment of public nonprofit corporations with
the purpose of promoting and supporting City park and recreation
services and facilities for the general public.
5.. Maintain its reliance on General Fund support for basic support . of
park maintenance and recreation base - line services.
6.

Support an increase in the number and types of concessions
available at City parks and recreation sites.

7. Continue to promote the use of volunteers and community groups for
the provision.of recreation programs, services, operation and
maintenance, and development of parks.
8.

Actively seek individual, private and corporate support of the
Department's park and recreation services and facilities.

9. Charge user fees as appropriate when providing non-base line
. recreation services and special recreation and park facilities.
Nominal tharges'td users may be emplOyed to control access to base
line programs and facilities . .
10.

Develop and implement: anew financing system at specially .
designated "Enterprise Parks." At these parks, revenues and
expenses for all operations will be pooled into a common budget so
that income from revenue generating activities or facilities can

.
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be usecrto assist in covering expenses for non-revenue producing .
activities, services or facilities offered on the same site.
11.

Recognize the. concept of an Employee incentive Program whereby
employees' suggestions which.'result in reduced Costs of operations,...increases inefficiency, or other Measurable benefits. to.
the Department, shall -rreceive recognition - and/or monetary rewards,

12.

Use qualified-consultants whenever necessary and cost -effective to
supplement 'staff work*in-developing:specialiZed studies for major
projects.

13. Acquire the data processing capability to implement cost effective
fiscal management practices.
III.

Marinas
The following information is provided regarding the future demand for
marinas on the Sacramento River. The information provided is the result
of the marketing study conducted for the expansion of the Sacramento Boat
Harbor in Miller Park. Also provided is information on the specific plans
for the expansion of the Sacramento Boat Harbor.
A.

Market Study
In June of 1983, the.City.of Sacramentcrretained the firm of
Williams-KUebelbeck and Associates to conduct a feasibility marketing
study on the expansion of the Sacramento Boat Harbor in Miller Park.
Major findings. of the marketing study are-a8:follows:
1.

The market area for the study was the counties of Sacramento and
Yolo.

2.

Currently, there are 32,970 and 4,363 registered boats in
Sacramento and Yolo counties, respectively. The number of
registered boats is expected to be 43,622 in Sacramento County and
5,426-boats in Vol° County by 1990. (Refer to Attachment IV-A.)

3.

There are 531 covered slips, 213 open slips and 22,596 feet of
parallel dockage in the market area
(Refer to Attachment IV-B.)

4.

The occupancy rate of the current slips/dockage that is available
is 94% covered slips, 94% uncovered slips, and 98% open dockage.
(Refer to Attachment TV-C.)

5.

Six marinas plan expansion of - tneir current facilities. If
approved, this will provide an additional 210 slips and 4,520
feet Of dockage to the market area: (Refer to Attachment IV-D.)
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6. It is estimated that 691 berths will be added to the market area
over the next two years based upon expansion plans of existing
marinas and proposed new marinas, (Refer to Attachment IV-D.)
Conclusion
The market study concludes that based . upon the project demand for boat .
berths and the existing and.proposed supply of berths-, there will be a
deficiency of. 1,240 berths by, the year 1990. (Refer to Attachment
IV-f.).
B.

Sacramento ,Boat Harbor' Expansion
The Sacramento Boat Harbor is located at Miller Park within the city
of Sacramento. The Harbor; which is offstream,.presently consists of
289 berths and -a• harbor master office. The harbor sits on 20 acres of
the 57 acre park site. .The:.Department maintains a waiting list of 490
individuals interested:in berthing' their boats at Miller Park.
In June of 1984, - the - City Council approved the expansion of the
Sacramento Boat Harbor. (Refer to Attachment IV-G.) The expansion
plans call for:
1. An additional 282 boat slips.for a total of 571 slips.
2. A 690 car parking lot.
3.

70,000 to 140,000 square feet of commerical space for restaurants,
bait and tackle shops, etc.

4.

Major train stop for the: Old Sacramento live steam train.

5. Expanded public picnic areas and harbor viewing areas.
6.
-

A new fishing pier on the Sacramento River that is handicapped
accessible.

The total cost of the project is $6 million. The Department has submitted a request for a loan to the State Department of Boating and
Waterways to finance the project. The loan payments will be secured
from the berthing fees. The projected time line for the project is:
June 1985'
- Loan received.
January 1986 - Construction. starts
- Completion of project
June 1987

C. Major. Policies
Due tothe number of marinas proposed to be expanded and the number of
new.marinas proposed, several policy considerations must be addressed:
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1. What is the holding capacity of the Sacramento River and number of
marinas that should be approved?
2.

Should.new on-stream marinas be approved? Presently, there are
concerns . that on-stream marinas have a negative effect on the
recreation value andaesthetics of the river.

3. Should.Sacramento and Yolo counties and the City of Sacramento
coordinate. their.planning efforts on —riverfront development?
Should you-haveTany questions orcomments on this report - , please contact this
office.

R: ['
OMAS, Director
Parks and Community Services
RPT:js
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Attachment

REPORT FROM COUNTY DEPARTMENT Of PARKS AND RECREATION

Attachment D

September 20, 1984

TO:

Mike Lake, Senior Planner
City Planning Department

FROM::

Walt Ueda, Chief Administration & Planning
Department of Parks and Recreation

SUBJECT:

URBAN OPEN.SPACE CITY/COUNTY JOINT TASK FORCE.

You have requested general information from this department
regarding , policies/programs and development standards as they:may
interface with the City of Sacramento. You also requested a
discussion of current problem areas that parks are facing. I am
including for your review a report outlying the County Parks
Department's role in providing "Regional" park, needs in the
County. While the report is three years old, conditions have not
changed significantly to alter the recommendations in the report. ,
The philosophical, role of counties in the area_ of providing parks
and recreational spaces differ from that of the cities and local
park agencies. Cities and local park agencies, provide
"structured" or developed park facilities in.densely populated
areas and usually are walk-to parks, while the County's role is
oriented towards 'open space preservation, regional parks, county
wide trail linkages and special use facilities that are usually
drive-to parks not: normally found, in the City or local
facilities. While State and National Park standards agree that a
minimum of 5 acres/1000 population should be - set aside for local
neighborhood and community parks, 20 acres/1000 is the
recommended minimum for- regional parks for open space and
recreational usage.
Using the minimum standard of 20 acres per 1000 population for
regional parks, and with adjustments for existing areas of low
recreation value and an estimated influx of out-of-county
recreationlists of 15 percent, Sacramento County had a very
marginal surplus of +200 acres of regional park/open space in
1981. Comparing the existing park inventory of 17,300 acres to
the projected requirement of 21,900 acres by 1990 indicates a
substantial deficit of 4,600 acres.
Cities and local park districts are recipients of Quimby Act
(Park Dedication Fees) funds. This act enabled adoption of local
land dedication ordinances by governing agencies. Land and/or
funds for park purposes are required of subdividers of
residential units at the time of filing a map. It is a
significant funding source for park development that is •not
available to the County and regional parks. The Quimby Act
requires that when developers prepare a subdivision map for a
given area that also depicts a. park in the district's masterplan,
1

the intent in this case is for land in-lieu of fees be given the
local district. The inability of districts to finance park
development or maintain a park once developed has been a real
problem. This is due primarily to the effects of Proposition 13
and the level of taxation applicable to the various districts.
Thus many districts have opted to receive funds in lieu of land.
While many districts were at the maximum tax rate others were
not, particularly the Elk Grove Recreation and Park District.
New residential developments proposed in the area, i.e., Laguna
Creek, are faced with financing community services within the Elk
Grove Park District's minimum tax rate. It appears, however,
that the Mello-Roos Community Facilities Act of 1982 as amended
by SB 271 could be utilized in this instance and is currently•
undergoing extensive review.
The City of Sacramento collects park land dedication fees under
the Quimby Act from new subdivisions and moreover, an individual
building permit is assessed $300 also towards parks and
recreational use. In effect, a park fee is paid twice on the
same lot. The County, on the other hand, collects a one time
land dedication-or fee in-lieu on behalf of County Park Districts
and the subdivision is exempted from imposition of further park
development fees.
Recent passage of Proposition 18, the 1984 Park Bond Act,
provides. up to $150 million statewide for local assistance
programs. These funds are further subdivided into four
competitive grant categories and a block grant program based on
population. Aa with all previous state grant programs this is a
one time source of funding that could be used to develop or
acquire property. The real problem is in the ongoing maintenance
of the park once developed. New criteria have been added in the
selection process to encourage park development that could be
self supporting or produce revenues to offset maintenance costs.
All parks and recreation departments, both local and regional,
are faced with the problem of funding major rehabilitation of
existing facilities. Maintenance of major facilities have been
deferred over the years for the following reasons:
(1). Past subvention programs were oriented towards
providing funding for new facilities that satisfied an
"unmet need". The "Urban Recovery Program" (Federal)
was intended to provide funding for rehabilitation of
urban parks. This program is no longer funded.
Moreover Sacramento County could not qualify for this
program under the Federal definition of IlrbAn. The
very limited funding of this program- and the
competitive nature of these grants resulted in awarding
most of the available dollars to major eastern cities.
This program is mentioned here to illustrate that this
area of concern had been recognized at the Federal
level and although it is no longer funded the problem
of maintaining existing facilities remains.

(2) Until September 1983, the 1972 Sacramento County Park
Bond program had been the only source of County capital
outlay funding for park acquisition and development.
The criteria used in appropriating these funds
precluded major rehabilitation of existing parks.
Since 1973 no• General Fund monies have been
appropriated for the departments' capital outlay
programs. Today the County Department of Parks and
Recreation is faced with the problem of how to finance
a three million dollar rehabilitation program, as well
as it's acquisition and.development program.
The "climate" of providing parks and recreation services today is
undergoing a transitional period of adjusting one's belt to
available financing: (1) New park facilities must be able to
generate a partial if not complete offset in terms of revenue,
(2) Rehabilitation of facilities must be capable of attracting
greater use and hence, more revenue at the gates. (3) Private
sector investments or operation will be encouraged to fill an
unmet recreational need, and (4) More creative use of existing
personnel, i.e., seasonal workers vs. permanent park staff,
contract worker vs. permanent staff. The tendency is for parks
and recreational agencies-to , totally ignore developing facilities
that are nice but costly, i.e., floral garden displays., new
trails, conservatories, arboretums, natatoriums, etc.
The greatest percentage of urbanization is occurring outside of
the City, creating a demand at both regional and local park
levels. The local needs are in part satisfied through the fees
or land from the land dedication ordinance and added tax base,
however, regional park needs are totally ignored jeopardizing the
future of the regional park program. A stable source fungling
the County xegionAl park 2,x,2.i..am must be established. Subvention
programs are an unpredictable source of financing and for the
most part, subject to political whims. Several alternatives are
being explored such as a guaranteed percentage of the sales tax
or transient occupancy tax. However, this, 'is a most difficult
area needing the support of;the top management politicians and
perhaps, the taxpayers. It is extremely difficult to implement
long range plans and objectives in an atmosphere of an
Unpredictable annual budget.

SUMMARY:
This is a •brief overview of Parks and Recreation services as it
exists today. As more new residential communities are being
proposed both in the County and the City of Sacramento it becomes
increasingly important that:
.

(1) Neighborhood and community parks be centrally located
to serve the new community. National and . State
standards - of 5 acres/1000 population should be applied.
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The purpose of this paper is to (1) pravide background information regarding
regional park standards and recreation services within Sacramento Count",
(2) present an analysis of existing recreation open space and facilities
with forecasts of estimated future needs and demand, and (3) rake , policy
recommendations to help guide future acquisition, development, operation
and administration of the County's regional park facilities.
tu:GIONAL PARK cr.z.ssincAmotis A

suemAras

Regional Parks serve the people of a large region - usually those within
an hour's travel time. The size an location will vary but at least 250
acres is ream:mended and nay go up• to several thousand acres. The responsibility for providing the extra-urhan parks generally falls upon the
County or a Regional authority. Even within the jurisdiction responsihile
for these .parks there ray be variances in the type of development included
in a regional park. Same are left primarily in their "natural state" while
others will have both natural areas and extensive develorment. They should
not, under any circurstances, take the place of neighhorilood or district
rarks. Regional or County facilities should be ones that have regional or
county significance which other levels of govermment.can. not provide, develop,
utilize or preserve. As the metropolitan area expands there is often pressure ,
to put facilities in the regional park that are not in keeping with the philosophy or purpose of the perk. This is actually an example of one type of park
development encroaching upon another. It is easy to succumb to this pressure
because the park land is there when urban hpLaWl arrives. If proper location
and development of neighborhood and district parks is achieved, such pressure
need not exist.

A. regional park may serve one or mare of the following purposes:
ir conserve Large areas of natural resource land or water
for .the use and enjcyment of people
* offer scenic values in vistas, over-looks and landscapes
* provide opportunities for a variety of organized or Leformal
leisure time activities
* provide day-use facilities primarily, but does not exclude
internal areas reserved for group and family carping or
other appropriate night-use activity

* serve as open space or green' belt in densely popula retropolitan centers
* provide special use facilities not nonmally foemd in local
parks or the private sector to serve spfrialized needs on
a regional scale
* prova Imre natural outdoor experience than is availlhIe
or possible in the urbanized cern:unity and neighborhood parks.

Recreation use appropriete for regional parks includes the following:
Natural Reseurces Enlovment - Sightseeing, nature observation and
study, photcgraphy and painting, walking, jogging, bicycling, hiking,
horseback riding, day camping.
Land Sports - Golf, field archery, game hunting, softball, fcothall,
soccerball, Marksmanship: pistol, rifle, trap, skeet,
Autcmotive Sports (Forrotorized bicycles, motorcycles, autos, reiniature motor driven vehicles and mndels) - races, hillclimbs, stunts,
gymkhanas and other tests of driving skills and speed.
Water Sports - rowing, canoeing, sailing, cruising, water skiing,
swimning, fishing, fly casting, skin diving.
Air 5?orts - Flying ultra-light aircraft, model airplane events
sky eiving, bang gliding.
Outdoor Social and Cultural Activities - picnicking, sunbathing,
rerticipation in festivals, pageants, concerts, art shows; natural,
historic and physical science displays and exhibits. .
Stator Srts

Campetitive land and water sports.

Outdoor Living - Camping: Family, organized groups, hoat-in, enroute
travelers by auto, bicycle, horseback, on fcot.
Special Use Facilities: Mn
tion to the above clessification the Sacramenta
County Parks Department identifies various special use facilities as regional
due to specific site features and facilities which attract regional use. Such
facilities include parkways, golf courses; fishing accesses, boat launching
sites, historieAl sites, bicycle trails, etc., which may occupy only limited
acreage.
Parkways.- These are essentially eloripted parks with trail systems extending
throughaut their length. Vehicular traffic is restricted to specific access
locations, only and is not permitted along , the parkway alignment.. The parkway
generally provides a pleasant natural environnent which emphasizes water and
land trail system recreation such as a bicycling, rafting, horseback riding,
jogging and hiking.
tae parkway usually follows streams or river alignments, shorelines of large
and size is dependent
lakes, or natural wooded areas. Thus, jupon the availability and location of these resources. Valere this kind of
resource does; not exist naturally, a parkway effect may be created through
proper landscape design and planting. Although no specific acreage standard
is applicable, a minimum righteof-way of 300 feet is recounended; with portions being ruch 'wider for scenic vistas and other recreation development.
Golf Courses One 18 hole daily fee-golf course is reccmranded for each 25,000
of the pnpuLation. A daily fee course may include semi-private courses that
charge green fees comparable to public courses and draw fram the golfing element
that play the public courses.
The size of the site will depend primarily on the terrain, vegetation and shape
of the. parcel of Land. Generally, 75 to 90 acres are required for 9 holes and
120 -to 180 acres for 18 holes. Small towns or cities that cannot justify expenditures or obtain adequate land for a full 18 hole course should oonsider. the
Par-3 or Par-3 Executive course.

The average golfer may travel 25 miles or more to play an attractive,
properly maintained course. It is often desirable to locate a course
within or adjacent to a large urban or regional park, but not essential.
Although a golf course does not have large capacity for use (350-400
golfers/day or about 80,000 rounds per year tray he expected) compared
to many other recreation areas, the fact that "open space" is created
by its existence should be a factor in determining feasibility.
National Standards: The adequacy of regional recreation space contiguous
to the EgB7iily populated area in Sacramento County is determined by the
population ratio method. The acknowledged national standard resource/
population ratio used for regional parks is 20 acres per 1000 population
as defined by the National Recreation and Park Association (WN). This
method is normally used in concert. with a service area radius, a minimum
park size, and a description or classification of the park for which it
applies. In addition the application of the NRRN standards is adjusted
to the Sacramento area by evaluation of the following local factors which
may affect special recreation demands:
* Time-Distarce of population frau parks
* Demographic profiles of population (age, sex, family size
* Socio-economic factors (inoome, education, etc.)
* Cultural and ethnic characteristics of population
* Geographic Location of perk in relation to population and .other
federal,. state. and local recreation facilities
* Climate
* Special urban conditions and sub-neightorhuods
* Local tradition and cushions
* New trends or patterns in recreation
* COantity and quality of existing facilities
* Private facilities
* Available . resources .
* EXpressed needs and desires of citizens
SNCRAMINTO COUNTY REGIONAL PARK INVENTURY

Public Sector
An inventory of County Parks Department regional recreation acreage is Shown
in Exhibit 1. The open snace total of 8,725.66 acres includes the following:
* 7 0 106.5 acres owned raintained and operated by the County.
* 1,619.16 acres owned by other public agencies but raintained
and operated as recreation open space by County Parks.
* The centrally located American River Parkway currently includes
3,842 acres or 54% of all recreation Land awned by the County.
An estimated 836 acres of this total is water surface.
•

* 3,112 acres a.re currently undeveloped sites •including Indian
Stone Corral (69 acres) located in the Orangevale =triunity
on the northeast bpundary of the County, southeast Florin
Park (320 acres) located in the Vineyard Camalnity area, North
Stone lake (2,575 acres) located 10 miles south of Sacramento in
the rxprth Delta, and the Cosumnes Paver Parkway near Ran. Mrieta.
'bit 3)
(See Exhi
The State Park.s *and Recreation Information Systort (PARTS) -identifies the
following regional. recreation resource areas in Sacramento County under
the jurisdiction of the State Department' of Parks and Recreation:
•

.

Facility.
Brannan Island Recreation Area

Acres .
336

Sutters,Fort/State Indian Museum
Old Sacramento
*Folsom La.ke SRA
(Includes Lake •Natone)

6
14
5,579 (Land)

12,-400 (Water Surface)
17,935

In addition 'to the State and ;County areas identified above, the City. of
Sacramento has the following regional recreation open space:

Facility

Acres

land Park

236

Del Paso Park

70$

Miller Park
Bing Maloney Golf. Course
Hansen Park, (Utheveloped)

5•
• 160
184

rm-2- Acres

Private Sector
The National Association of Conservation Districts ccmpleterd a nationwide
inventory of private recreation facilities in 1975-76. Regional recreation facilities from this inventory in Sacramento County include the following:
Facility

Acreage

Beach lake Hunting Reserve

1,019

Metropo1ii2in Bunting Club

1,000
714

South Stone lake Preserve (Hunting)
Dry Creak Ranch Golf Course

120

Rancho Murieta•Golf Course

120

Lindale Greens Golf Course

48

Cordova Golf Course (Public Course)

80

Swallows Nest Golf Course

7

Del Paso Country Club Golf CoLmse

180+

Northridge Country Club Golf Course

190+

*Leqs than one--fourth of the total acreage of Folsom Lake ERA lies urithin
Sacramento County. However, the total site is well within the one hour
travel time from Sacramento an 95% of its use =nes frcm the Central Valley,
primarily the Sacrarcento urban area.

Facility (Private Sector Cent.)
Campus Cartons Golf Course
Valley Hi Country Club Golf Course
Fcothill Golf Center Golf Course
TOTAL PRIVATE bkeaue REGIONAL RECREWTION ACREAGE:

Acreage
18+
172+

15+'
3,683

ACZES

Private sector regional recreation areas listed are primarily hunting and
golfing facilities which tend to restrict high recreation participation
rates. Much of the huntirg preserve acreage is seasonally used and is
cultivated farmland which has open space preservation value. However
its recreational value for general public participation is relatively
limited.
Latent Recreation Resources Inventory
In the contact of this report, latent recreation resources describe the
natural, cultural, and/or recreational resources that could be used for
recreational purposes to a much greater degree than they are at present.
These resources might provide a significant arount of general recreation
oprortunities, or may have high value for particular recreation activities.
Thus, they merit special consideration.
Sacramento River:
The Sacrarerto River can offer unique, varied and close-to -home recreation
oprcrtunities for the District's heavily populated Sacramento area. However,
recreation opportunities along the Seenenente River are limited by the lack
of public access and developmeet. Private ownership accounts for rore than
half of the river frontage in the Sacramento City limits. The presence .of
a levee system further restricts recreation along the Sacramento River, because the levees have few flat areas that can be developed. In addition, the
bridges and gates that have been built across the levees reduce usable areas.
The close proximity of the levees to rany residents has, at tines, created
obstacles to the development of parkway features such as trails.

Much of the public lard along . the easttank of the Sacramento River has already been developed. most of the development is in the foem of parks,.
fishing access points, and boat launch areas. The City of Sacramento
recently adopted the Sacrarento'River Parleaay Plan which cells for acquisition and developeent of the area alorg the east bank.of the •Sacraeento River
from the junction of the Arerican River to the town of Freeport. The project
proposal includes developed and limited recreation use, natural areas, and
bicycle, equestrian and hiking trails to extend its entire 13 mile .length.
Military Lands:
In Sacramento County, there are rare than 10,000 acres of federally owned land
being oanaged by the military. These lands are included in three installations
located within the greater Sacramento area An examination cf California's
military installatiens by the former Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service
revealed that there are lards in these instellations.not being used for military
purposes. In fact, significant acreages are lying unused, or are providing
re=eationosporbanities solely for military personnel and their families.

Delta:
The Delta Recreation Plan advances several recarirendations that Temuld
irlercve recreation opportunities in Sacramento County.. The list includes: levee improvements and development of additional-recreation
sites; presentation of open space and green belts in the Beach-Stone
Lakes area; acquisition of lands in Delta Meadows; 'enhancement of
hunting opportunities• on lower Sherman Island, along the deep water
channel, and in bypass areas; treating, hiking, and equestrian trails;
and improved access to selected potential recreation sites.
Sacramento County Metropolitan AirEort.

-

Sacramento County currently awns 4,000+ acres including surrounding
buffer lands at the Sacramento Metropolitan Airport site. in addition
the long range acquisition plans for the Airport include an additional
3,200+ acres. The pr unary purpose of the adjacent laths • is to provide
neise-and safety buffer zone along the aircraft flight paths. The majority of the misting buffer zone is leased for agricultural use which
finite future. Hcwever, portions of these
will continue irito thefl
buffer laths which have I OW agricultural pctent.ial and which are situated
near or adjacent' te the Sacramento River, both:North and South of the
Airport, ray have significant potential as future regional recreation
sites to serve the northeast portion of Sacramento County. A carprehensive Land Use and. Development Plan for the Sacramento Metropolitan
Airport is currently being prepared by the Sacramento Area Council of
•Goverrenents in association with the County Depart:rent of Airports.
This plan will identify appropriate airport buffer lath use:and should
clarify its future rec:reation potential.
Sacramento Regional Wastewater 'aim:trent Plant:

'De prevent future conflict Er= urban encroachment aid eto allow for future
expamion, substantial buffer zone area has been provided •surrounding the
recently cazipleted Regional Waste Water Treatment Plant. This 1800+ acre
buffer area is currently the subject of a study which will make recarmerrlae.
tiors regarding its recreation poten -Hees
California Department cf Fish and Garre Lands:

The State Department of Fish and Game reneges approximately. 3,200 acres of
lend in Sacramento Caunty iraclueing waterfowl refuges ard wildlife sarctuaxles, which provide hunting, bird watching, and picnicking' opportunities.
Sites' Listed in. the National Register of Historic Places:

There are many sites within Sacramento County on both public and private lards
which have significant cultural and historical value. Sane of these are irrluded within the National Register of Historic Places. For example' a portion of
Arcade Creak near Del Paso Park has been identified as the oldest native American
site in the Sacramento region and; the Wall lbwn site near Dry Creek and White
Rock Poad contains' the relative.ly intact remains of an authentic •gold mining
teen. IseMi tional investigation and a' survey to identify and prioritize such
sites should . be conducted to determine their recreation resource value.

The "latent Recreation Resource" lands identified in Sacramento County
are conservatively estimated at 15,000+ acress and have varying potential for recreation use which will require additional investigation.
The apparent natural open space quality of these lands along with the
fact that they are currently tex3.er public agency ownership provides
sarre assurance that Sacramento County will continue to have potential
regional park open space available into the future.
POPULATION ANALYSIS

Census data indicate a County popu.lad.on of 634,190 in 1970 increasing
to 783,380 in 1980., This represents a 23.5 percent total increase of
149,180 and a 2.4 percent annual increase over the past ten year. period.
In addition the State Department of Finance is projecting a population
of -996,900 by 1990, a rather astounding increase of 214,000 (27%) in the
•
next 10 years.
Although most caammi_ties throughout the County have been experierring
grewth, the most significant increases are occuring near the major
arterials entering the City. For example the Citrus Heights and
Rancho .Cordova ocraminit.ies located in the Northeast Corridor between
U.S. 50 and Interstate 80 freeways have experierzed a combined popula.. tion increase' of 74,170 or nearly 50 percent of the entire County increase in the 1970-80 period: Although the growth rate will likely
decrease over the IleXt 10 years in the Corridor area substantial growth
is expecbad to continue. In addition major. increases in population are
projected, for the cciertunities of - South Sacramento, South Natomai and the
Pocket Area on 'thés pe.riphery of currently developed coratunities.
Comparison of the projected community growth areas with existing regional
park site distribution in Sacramento County indicates that all the arowtn
areas enjoy convenient access to major park facilities within travel times
generally less than.30 minutes. In aciaition each of these nearby sites
with the exception of Discovery Park near the South Natomas ccmmunity
possess substantial petent5Al for development ofseaitional recreation
facilities which would accomodate the projected growth. Discovery Park
is essentially developed to it maximum under c=rentkreirican River
Parkway guidelines and is one of the most heavily used units in the regional park system. (Refer to EXhibite 2 and 3)
ADECUACY OF REGIONAL PAPE LANDS IN SACRAMENTO OXTNTY

The total identified regional park recreation open space in Sacramento
County irrludirg both public and private stors 5 is estimated at 32,000+
acres. Ey definition this -total ircludes spacial use facilities ehich —
attract-regional use such as golf courses and historical sites, and large
natural areas including water . surface which remain undeveloped. In addition the total includes the 17,579 acre ,Folsom Lake State Recreation Area.
However for the purpose of this analysis 12„000 acres of Folsom lake water
surface and 2700 acres of private- sector hunting preserve are being excluded..
Although these -areas 'have significant open space value their regional recreation value to the general public is marginal due to characteristically low
recrea.tion participation rates per acre. The total regional park recreation
open space currently available is therefore adjusted to 17,300 acres.
The POPUlatiOn of Sacramento'County from the IrreliminarY figures in the 1980
PopuLation Census is 763,381. Applying. the National Recreation and Park Assccia-

1000 Pz)p.ila.tion Sacramento County currently
tion ratio of 20 acres
should have 15,700+ acres of regional park space. However, estimates
indicate that apprExima.tely 15 percent of all outdoor regional recreation use in Sa.cramento County canes from outside.the County.* The State's
PARIS data indicate this percentage of use is el:mai to an-additional 1980
user population of 70,000+ for Sacr 4
- ranto County which converts to an additional 1400 acres when ..th NRPA standard is applied. Considering the additional use the total estimated regional park open space requirement in 1980
is therefore adjusted upqard by 1400 acres to 17,100 acres. Nben carpared to
the previously adjusted. inventory total of 17,300+ acres there currently
exists only-200 acres in excess of 'the. standard.
However, the State Department of Finame is projecting a.popilation increase
to 996,900 in Sacramento County . by 1990-. The regional park ac:reage requirement based on the ISPA, standard will thus becane 20,000+ acres. In addition
with the adjustment for 15. percent outside use the miniam -regional park •
space requirement becomes 21,900+ acres, an increase of 4,800 acres over
the current 1980 requirement.
•
CONCIUSION:

Using the National Recreation and Park Association minim= standard of 20 acres
per 1000 population., for regional parks, and with adjustments for existing
areas of low public recreation value and an estimated influx of outside re-.
creationists of 15 percent, Sacramento County currently enjoys .a :very marginal
surplus of 200+ acres of regional park recreati.on , open space. In addition
orsrparison of Eae existing park inventory of 17,300+ acres to the projected
requirement of 21,900+ acres indicates a substantia deficit of 4,600 acres by
by 1990.
CURRENT RECREATION USE ANO-TPENDS IN PLAhNINt DISTRICT 3'

Regional parks . by definition serve the people of a large region. Stich
regions are =moray defined by population use patterns and corcentrations, travel time 23Dnes, physical land character, etc., and,only rarely
by political boundaries. Regional park users very often cross palitical
boundaries to enjoy park facilities. and resources in nearby cities, counties
and states. lb . enable a reasonable assesscrerit regarding•the:adegiaacy - of
existing_ regional park facilities within Sacramento Comfy it is therefore
necessary to look at the broader region of which Sacramento County is a
part.
The following'information is extracted fran a technicmd. bulletin entitled
Recreation Cutlook in Planning District 3, published in 1980 by the State
Department of ,Parks and Recreation. Planning District 3 includes Sierra,
Sacrmento, Placer, Nevada, Yuba, Yolo,
rado, and Sutter counties.
The study provides va/uable regional planning information on population,
recreation demand and deficiencies, ard recreation rmources, facilities
and trends of significance, to Sacramento County..

*Information extracted. front State Parks and:P.ecreation Information System (PARTS),
1974 /2neriban River PariG..'ay Survey and facility manager intervimm conducted by
County. Parks staff. (See ropula.tion Planning Considex:ations . on page 10 of
this report)

RecreationOlamrtunities:

* Planning District 3's rich conbination of natural, cultural, and
historic resources rake it a prime tourist recreati9n area.
* Major boating attractions in Planning District 3 are Folsom Lake,
Lake Tahoe, the other Sierra Nevada lakes and reservoirs, the
American River, and the Sacramento-San Joaquin river deltas.
Folsom Lake provddes power boating, sailing, and water skang
opportunities, while Lake Tahoe and the many smaller reservoirs
and Lakes in the Sierra Nevada provide emcellent small craft
boating orPortunities. The lower American River is eatremely
popular for river float trips, while the Delta is papu3an for
a variety of koating activities, including boat-in carping.
,

* Fishing is another favorite activity. Runs of salmoh and steelhead in the Fall and Winter, and runs of shad and striped bass
• in the Spring, bring rany fishermen to the Delta and the Sacramento and American rivers, while year-round fishing for catfish,
crappie and other resident fish in the valley's smaller waterways is becoming increasingly pop -tLar. In addition, trout fishing
in the Sierra streams, and shore and boat-fishing at the numerous
foothill and mountain reservoirs, are very popular pursuits.
* Bicycling is increasingly popular near the valley's urban 'Areas.
The Jedediala SmithDamradal Bike Trail within the American River
Pariaaay, is a heavily used recreation attractian.
* Although increasing numbers of people are using self-contained
vehicles, there is still a Large, unmet demand in Planning District
3 for developed carracgrounds and picnicking areas. The least carving
facility deficiency occurs in the rountain counties where the U.S.
Forest Service administers a significant portion of the Land area.
She greatest deficiency for camping facilities occurs in Sacramento
County, where the opaortunities are limited and the population is
the greatest.
* Hunting in the Fall and Winter has a special appeal. Hunting for
Fheasants, doves, and waterfowl is the rain activity in the valley,
while deer and tear hunting are popular in the rountains.
* OHV recreation is increasing in popularity, but indiscriminate use
is causing environmental problems and conflicts with other recreationists. Although efforts are being made at the local, state, and'
federal levels to accomodate OHV use and reduce associated problems,
there is still the need to provide amitional OW facilities, and to
establish better control over. existing CHV use.
* She City and County of Sacranento have developed a plemay along the
banks of the American River, extending faum Nimbus Dam to the junction
of the Sacramento River. It provides the urban population with a
natural area in which to pursue a variety of outdo= activities.
Arrong the activities offered are fishing, boating, rafting, picnicking,
nature study, hiking, horseback riding, and bicycling.

* Private Sector Pecreatien Opportunities in Plann.irkg District 3:
In arVition tO public supplie.rs, there are many non-public
organizations, associations, and special interest groups that
provide opportunities for public participation in organized
recrea.ticn activities: There are an unusually large number
of interest group organizations in Planning District 3 - Little
League, square dancirig clubs, rockbound groups, sports car 'clubs,
model airplane groups, etc. The Grange, Future Farmers ofmerica
club provide social and recreation cut] ets for residents
and the
in the rural areas of Planning Disteict 3.
The private sector provides recreation op .portunities on more than
337,543 acres. Much of the acreage is accounted for by valley
ranches. and.farms (used for hunting), and tirberlands (used for
camping-, hunting, and picnicking) The private sect= also provides marinas, a large number of which are located in the Delta.
Thopulation Planning Considerations:
More than 80 perce.nt of the•Planning District 3 popuLation is corcentrated
in the Central Valley. However,. Sacramento, with a - 1977 population ,of tore
than a quarter million, is the only city in the district with a Impulation
of more than 50,000. Most valley residents live in uninoox-porated areas.
The population growth rate of Planning District 3 exceeds the av erage growth
rate of the State. Department cf Finance ix)Nlation projections indicate
that this rapid growth rate will continue, with the greatest relative •
increases occurring in therSaccernento and Truckee-Tahoe areas.

Another population base that must be considered when discussing Planning
District 3 is theSan Francisco Hay Area, the second. largest urban center
and one of the fastest growing areas in the State., By July 1978 this area
(State Planning .District 4) had- a popula:tion of nearly five raillion or 22
percent of the entire state ,population. Projections indicate a population
approaching six million in the region by 1990.- In contrast the population
within the_Sacramento.region (State Planning District 3) is estimated at
1.2 million or 5.3 percent of the state's popula.tion. The significance
of this very large neighboring population on recreation use and facilities
in the Sacramento...region should not be underestimated. The entire Bay area
is within - a one to fel= hour travel . time fran Sacramento. Past studies
conducted. by the . State Department of Parks and Recreation indicate that
an average of 38 percent of all recreation use is due to persons who have
willingly travelled' from one to four hours one way to reach their destination. This percentage of 'course varies with the type of recreation activity
offered and- decreases as required travel distance increases. Additionally
it should be adjusted downward to re.flect the effects of current high energy ,
costs. Brannan Island State Recreation Area for example is located within
the Delta community in Sacramento County and receives 86% of its use fran
the Bay Area and only 11% fran the Central Valley. In addition a user
survey (=ducted by this Department in 1975 indicated that 14 percent of all
vise within the Amer.ican River ParkTnay cares fran outside the County.

REGIONAL DEMAND AND FACILITY DEFICIENCIES IN SAcRANINIO COMM ;
The Park and Recreation Information System (MKS) is the primary information system used by the California Department of Parks and Recreation in
its on-going recreation planning program. This computer-based data system
includes• threenaln elements: (1) a demand allocation subsystem which estimates potentialdemand measured in - part.i.cipts
ch
uitakes
into
account the number of people, how often they participate in a recreation
activity, where they live, their, vallingness and ability to travel, and the
usability, of the resource for a particular activity; (2) a supply subsystem
consists of an inventory of public and private recreation areas conducted
between 1974 and 1976; and (3) a,deficiency analysis evaluation comparing
pctential demand for recreation with existing supply of facilities.

.

The PARIS data project a total recreation demand in Sacramento County of
approximately 77.4 ndllion participation days by 1990, an increase of 19
mdllion (33%) over the decade. This figure indicates that recreation demand is increasing at an annual rate approximately 1.2 times greater than
the population growth rate. Fifty-four percent of the increase is attributable to passive outdoor pursuits such as walking and driving for pleasure,
picnicking, sightseeing, etc; twenty-five percent to physically active recreation such as outdoor sports, bicycling, aid.horseback riding; fourteen percent
to water sports, i.e., swinting, water skiing, boating, sailing and canoeing;
and five percent to back country recreation such as hunting, fishing, biking
and camping. (Refer, to Exhibit 4)
Projected recreation facility deficiencies for Sacramento County are shown
in Exhibit 5. PARIS calculates facilities deficits for the following hoar
activity/facility groups.
Facility
Camping Units
Picnic Units
Boat Access Sites

Miles of Zra11

Use Standard2
8.5 Persons Per Camping Unit
4 Persons Per Table
4.21 Persons Per Slip for
mooring
9.72 Persons Per Boat Access
Parking
20 Persons Per Mile of Riding
and Hiking Trail
10 Persons Per Mile of Riding
Trail

;Calculations of demand and facility deficiencies for Sacramento County include
the private sector and neighborhood and community parks as well as regional
park facilities. In addition ,deficierzies are based on PARIS inventories gathere
five years agio in 1974-76.
2Standards used by the State Derartment of Parks and Recreation. Other standards
would produce.different.results for deficit/surplus.

Tie determine the deficit br surplus of facilities the number of facilities needed to meet demand is compared to the number of existing facilities. The four types of facilities •used in this analysis are those most
often used by outdoor recreationists.
By far the greatest facility need in Sacramento County is foriate
,
with an existing deficit in 1980 of 1,344 units increasing to 1,882 units
by 1990. In comparison to other counties in Planning District 3, Sacramento
County has-a relatively minor existing deficiency of 1244§2* --, how- .
ever this deficiency isprojected to increase to 709 by 1990. As with the
camping units the miles of trail have substantial surpluses in the mountain
counties but substanHal deficits in the valley counties. Saeramento County
has a deficit of 236 'MUM in 1980 increasing to 373 by 1990. The
one type of facility for which the PARIS data indicate a surplus in Sacramento
County is boat access sites. Bowever the "Boat ,Access Site" figures shown in
Exhibit 5 represents totals for both
parking stAlls required for
boaters. More current inventories 1: am a s -17 es'/ conducted by the State
Department of Boeting and Waterways and by theSacramento CountyParke Department indicate an existing deficiency of 890+ boating berths in
1982 increasing' to 1550+ berths by 1990. These samestEdies indicate a..
launching lane surplus 31 .9 lanes in 1982 beccming a aeficiency of 4 Lanes
in, 1990 and; an overall surplus of 384+ car/trailer stalls in 1982 (including
both paved and unpaved parking) beccmilig a deficiency of 270+ stalls by 1990.
3441•0
--

.

A survey oonducted by the County Parks Department in March 1982 revealed an
existing boating berth waiting list of 1900+ in Sacramento County. The
survey. includes the 600 slip Folsom Lake.MaFina which receives 75 percent +
of its use from Sacramento County residents. A comparatively greater deficiency
of berthing for the 24 to 36 foot length boats was indicated for .which cwners
ITELISt wait an average of 5 to 7 years. Berthing deficiencies also exist for
larger craft with.waiting periods greater . than •0 years.
The above regional information regarding boat access sites should be used
cautiously when considering the potentiAl of an individual project since
such an evaluation is heavily dependent on local conditions. For instance
the demand for slips in a given, location will be greater if: 'rental rates
are lower than• for similar nearby facilities; if,the distance and time of
travel by the potential boater is shorter; if the facility has an off-river
harbor and oovered berthing; if the particular facility has other more pleasing
environmental aspects, ie., facility appearance and orderliness, availability of
conveniences, yacht club sponsored events, ease of access, quality services, etc.
,

,

1 /Daparbment of Boating and Waterways, Inventory of California Boating
Facilities, November 1977; Sacramento County. Assessors Cffics, Inventory
Of Boating Pleasure Craft Registered - in Sacramento County. 1982 Boating
Facilities Deficiency Survey for Sacramento County by County Parks Dept.
2/Bea.ting Resources and Planning Study - 1973 (Ref. Data on Sacramento Basin)
by A. Young and Assoc. for 5tate Department of Boating and Waterways

The above data on recreation use ref it a consumption or participation
in teems of existing recreation opportunities. It is an expressed demand for recreation which describes what people do given existing ocnditions. However there is also a latent demand which should not be disregarded when assessing the need for edeitional recreational opportunities.
Latent demand is the recreation demand inherent in the population but not
reflected in the use of existing facilities. Participation can
expected
if adequate facilities, access and information are provided.. Latent demand
is the basis for the argament that supply creates demand. Although this
type of demand is difficult to quantify and , involves greater subjectivity,
the assumption is that if a sufficiently diverse set of recreation opportunities (ie., carping units, Picnic: sites : , bicycle trails, boating facilities,
etc.) are rade available to the large netropolitan Fopulation of Sacramento
County that reasonable additional use of. these . facilities ray be eepected.
RECOMMENDATIONS

* Sacramento Cbunty policy for public acquisition of lands for regional
recreation should be concerned with: acquisition of lands in under- served areas; acquisition of .inholdings within existing recreation
areas; acquisition of adjacent lands required to prevent severe ime
pact on existing parks from outside sources; acquisition of lands
required to protect endangered species; acquisition of lands identified as high priority for landscape preservation,* where such lends
are in imminent danger from adverse develognent; and acquisition
of lards essential to prcviding access to public lands keeling high.
value for recreation.
'
* The County of Sacramento should continue its efforts to develop-recreatime facilities along the Sacramento River, particularly in the Northwest pertion of the County to . accenrodate projected rapid growth in
the South Natomas ccmmunity. area. In this regard County awned buffer
lands adjoining the Metropolitan Airport and the Sacramento River should
be investigated to determine regional recreation site potential
* Sacramento County should cooperate with the National Park Service .and
other federal agencies to identify surplus.rilitaey lands with high
regional recreation potentiel at the Mather and McClellan airbases,
and to develop these lands for public recreational use.
* Sacramento County should continue to work closely with the State Department:of Parks and Recreation to' improve its regional recreation off
highway vehicle facilities at Prairie City. Off-Highway Vehicle Park.
The concept and facilities at this perk should be expanded beyord offhighway vehicle use to include a wide variety of mechanized recreation
use which characteriSticelly produce.high noise levels such as quarter
midgets, rodel airplanes, rifle range, etc:, to respond more appropriately
to regional &rend.
-

*- Sacramento County should continue- to , ccoperate with State and Federal

agencies in the joint effort to implement recommendations.contained
in the Delta'Recreation Plan. In view of the major increases in
population projected for the communities of South Sacramento and
the Pocket Area, and the high wildlife, agricultural, flccd control
and recreation values identified within the nearby Stone Lakes Basin
Area of the Ubrth Delta, Sacramento County should continue its efforts
to acquire land in the North Stone Lake and Beach Lake areas and to
identify and inplement aFpropriate regional recreation use as demand
reqpires.

* Due to projected majo population increases in the South Sacramento and
Pocket Area Cam-unities, Secramento County should continue to assess the
recreation potential of the nearby Regional Sewage Treatment Plant buffer
• lands, make recommendations regarding the most appropriate regional recreation use and implement these recomendations as future demand requires.
* Sacramento Cbunty should give priority to development of regional recreation facilities which meet all or a majority of the following criteria:
1) Facilities which help reet identified deficiencies and
demonstrated need slid-1 as camping units, picnic areas,
hiking and riding trails, and moorage and d edcang facilities.
Facilities suitable to a regional park rather than a neighborhood or community park as Identified in the Regional Park
Classifications Section.
3)

Facilities which are not available at nearby sites or provided
by other agencies or the private sector.

4)

etati-use faeilities which accommodate a maxim= variety of
recreational use during all seasons of the year.

• 5) Facilities which minimize maintenazne and opezaticHnal
6) Facilities which have potential to generate revenues.
*In view• of the increasingly limited revenues available for recreation

facility development and Operation, Sacramento County should encourage
the private sector to develop and operate public recreation facilities
where appropriate through leasing agreements and other mutually beneficial 'mans* 'lb provide accurate projections of existing and future recreation deficiencies and demand Sacramento County should cooperate more closely with the
State Department of Parks and Recreation to insure that their PARIS recreation facility and land inventories remain current. In addition surveys
should be conducted to. enable a. more accurate assessment on the effects
of local recreation facility use by outside populations.
* 'lb encourage greater use of its parks Sacramento County should initiate

an on-going publicity pnegram using the various media and any other means
which will effectively inform the public of the variety, location, quality
and advantages of the recreational experiences to be found in the Sacramento
County - Regional Park System.

* In cooperation with the City, Sacramento Cbunty should.continue to implemexa:reccmmendations contained in the Sacramento Bikeways Master Plan
through appropriate and timely establishment of rights of way and development of off-street bikeways where indicated.
* Sacramento County should cooperate with the City and State to improve the
open space aspects of the vehicular circulation system through tree planting and other appropriate landscaping means; and encourage the use of open
space as a design element in conjunction with waiting stations along public
transit routes.

* In cooperation with local park districts Sacramento County should
recognize and implement recommendations contained in the Natural
Strears Study. Acquisition costs of recreation trail rights-ofway along natural streams should be minimized by acquiring necessary
land during subdivision map review proceedings and public resistance
minimized by constructing trails concurrently with development and by
appropriate planning, construction and location of trails.
* Due to projections of significant increases in population; the unpredictable and ever rising cost of land acquisition; and the potentiAl
for irretrievable loss of prime recreation open space lands resultinl
from rapid urban development, S=rzuvenix) Cbunty should continue to
emphasize the accuisition of park land and consider recreation facility
developmental-ay as future funding becomes available and demand requires.

EXHIBITS

Facility

..

Acres Under •
County Ownership:

Acres 14aintained 1y Opunty
& Under Separate Ownership

Cliffhouse Fishing Access

1.

•

- 2.34

2.0 (Wildlife Conservation
Board)
•-•
7.7 (Easement

2.

Elkhorn Fishing Access &
Boating Facility

3.

Eak .Grove Park

4.

Georgianna Slough

5.

Gibson Ranch.

6.

Hogback Island Fishing
Access

7.

Indian Stone Corral.

69.41 (Undeveloped)

8.

Prairie City OHV Park

836.0

9.

Rancho Seco

89.21

.

State of ;C)

36.96 (Elk.Grove.Rec. & Park
District)
2.2 (US Bureau of Reclamatic

324.16

.

3.0 (wildlifeConservation E

262 (Land)
•(SlcD)
160_ (Water).
5.0 (State Depax-trnent of
Fish a.nd Game)

10.

Sherman Island Fishing
•Access

11.

Southeast Florin Park

320.0 (Undeveloped.) -

12.

Stone Lalce

1487.576 (Undeveloped)

13.

Comm:nes River Parbiay

136+ (Undeveloped)
3264.696.

589.554 (Land)
500.0
(Water Surface)
(State Dept. of Fish & Gaxne)

SUB TOTAL

AMERICAN RWER PARRA7s4Y
14.

Capt. 111-iscornia Park

12 -:25

6.35 (City of Sacramento)

15.

Discovery Park

277.71

41.40 (US Bureau of Reclazra.
tion)

1619.16 10M1,
16.

Paradise Beach -

45.45

17.

Carpus Ccntrns

79.69

18.

--Trie Avenue.Acce.ss .
IL

37.25

19.

Watt Avenue- AccesS •

61.09 -

20.

ilateripn Access.

.303

Acres Under
County Owriership

AMIIRICiAN RIVER PARIOAlAY
21.

SARA Park

22.

Gristmill D.

23;

Arden Bar

285:264

24.

C.M. Goethe Park

443.83

25;

Sarah Court Access -

2.40

26.

Ancil Hoffman Park,

392.518_

27-.

Rosszcor Bar

620.97

28.

Sacramento Bar .

261.89'

29.

Icnier Sunrise

189.59

30.

Uppsr Sunrise

186;1509

31.

Sailor Bar ,

398.488z

32;

MEER ACREZGE 31s7 TE-17 PARKAY(ilIcluding deeded property)

434.130

8.73
Area

104.735

•

3,842.81 . SUB TOTAL -- American River Parkway
7 106.486 AC. TOM MUM 0(47.11D PEOPERTY
1,619.16 AC.

TOTAL.CCONMNAINIAINED PROPERTY
MITER SEPARATE, PUBLIC OWNTRSHIP!.

8 725.66 AC.

GRAM-701AL-

SACRAMENTO COUNTY. CAL IPORN111.
COMMUNITY AREAS'
1.NORTH NATOmAS •
2. R 0 LINDA - ET...VEFrTA
3 NORM CENTRAL AREA
4 CITRUS HEIGHTS
• 5 ORANGEvALE
6 FOLSOM AREA
7 SouTH NIA+OMAS.
8 NOFrrH SAGRAIvEN'TO
9.4RDEN-ARCADE
CARMICmAEL
I L FAIR OAKS
PREPARED BT T1-E SACRAMENTO Courrry PLANNING mph:JR-m.04T. 92•2•75

•

MOB= 2

.

12 RANCHO CORDOVA
13 DOsANTOAN

i4 LAND PAW- POOCET-NEADOWEW
15 EAST CITY
16.SL.yu -n-4 SACRAMENTO
I 7 VINEYARD
ie FRANKLIN -LAGUNA
•
(9 ELK GROVE
20 DELTA
zr GALT
22 COSUMNES
23. SOUTHEAST
24 RANCHO MUR1ETA

CULlalf FLEE TZMIEM

PARKS AND RECREATION DEPARTMENT
SACRAMENTO COUNTY CALIFORNIA
a GIBSON RANCH PARK
RAMIE CITY OFF NIGHWAY VEHICLE` PARK

Parz

ELK GROVE
RANG.* SECO PARK(RKUATKIN AREA)

•

iNOiAti STONE cooRAL
g NORTH STONE LANE •
• SoLITH EAST FCORtA4 PARK
26 ELKHORN BOATING FACIL,Irf
• HOGBACK ISLAND FISHING ACCESS
• GEORGIANNA sLOUGH MMHG ACCESS
CLI;F. HOUSE FISHING ACCESS
• SNERMAN ISLAND FISNING ACCESS

AMERICAN _RIVER PARKWAY•

DISCOVERY PARK
PAR.ADISE • MAGI
(0, CAMPUS COMMONS RECREATION AREA
co HOWE AVE. ACCESS c) WATT AVE. ACCESS
0 WATERTON ACCESS
0 S.A.R. A. PARK •
0 GRIST MILL DAM RECREATION AREA , •
(0. ARDEN BAR RECREATION AREA
0 C. M. GOETUE PARK
0• SADA.14 COURT ACCESS •
cl &Hai. HOFFMAN" PARK
CD RossmoOR BAR RECREATIOWAREA
(0, SACRAMENTO 6AP. RECREATION AEA.
c3) LOwER SUNDA( REEREArtoN AREA
c). INFER SAMisE ArntrATIOm AKA
(23 SAILOR 6),A RECREATIoN,AREA
•

cAPTAim

mcoRNia

PK, -

••

DaLEBIT

• • • ...MT..

.6. -I.
-

WO141. OrA4tin foa OUTDOOR firCRE4114N ACTIvITIES
•.
4LLOCATEI1 TO COPNTv . 0%6ACR1NENTO
• .
- INIL140#45, OF PARTICIPATION
nAxS1
_
1416

ACTIVISY

1966

1996

P g-ScI v PuYnOw P4M5RITS
AI (I'm fns Otfi$4kr
P414144 mot+ pLfasuor.

8.943
T.171
1.14U

ptetw..ciao'
itA/404"wAik5
•
Alri4411R4 nuTnoOR SPORTS EvENTs.
4.11 414. 144 400406 O10EITI64 064105

1.6T%
. 4244

24:64*
PRvItC.Ltv ACTIVE REC4FATIO9
1 1 1 4Y'ft. puTOnn6 fii//446. 849E5
plcv C. 1.14/6
mon4tnAtivOIPIN5
TOTA45
d4T. 44 9. (14!S
tilLm4ING •
kAlt w 651146

$411,1n44'6.4u CANOEING
No47140
Tor*L5

'

-

15. 503

11.762
9.516
1.666
14132
4.691
3.242.
4344

is 9 4 4'
1.404
.4014
4.42
1450

32.215

42.513

12: 5 65

1.151
2.886
.546.
,•
11.1!

16.1 11 9
3.742
'041

13.465
4.958
.969

14,673

19.612

4.49Z
.641
.174
1.164

5,896
.894
.2•6
1. 5 2 9

7./52
1037
060
2014

4.517
•

1451 $

1 1, 2 41

4;Rfta 5PoRISA
6Ro. ?LAT. ARV SIEROINO
ER41R

MACI.E0u9PIT REE 4 C4 11"
.4 1$411N6
fl%•1190
NOr* 64/4 11146 9
Ca.RAING - '
TWA'S
M1SCFLLANEOUS ACTIVITIES
r.PAND TIIULS

•.

'0
CD
3
X

.292
1019
.192
.4

4 379
1.124

.61k

!Thi

-

2.664

1.750:031

. 0 .

1.06o.

2.723 -

.376

.497

44.496

113.644

• FATINATES RAM ON ESTI!.14f1.V I/4414. PER CAPTTA i$T1.441 .E5 THAT MAY IN41.10E fiaoR,

3.607 (

•

.654
77.427 .
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Appendix D

•

RECREATION FACILITIES NEEDED TO ACCOMMODATE
3'
- DEMANID BY 'COUNTY IN PLANNING DISTRICT
..
.

1900
Camping
Units •

Count

Picnics
Table's

Miles of
' Tro
Troll

Boat Aocasa
Sites
-. ' -

Camping
Unite
,

1990 •

Plcsdo
Tables

Miles of
Trait

Boat Amass
•
SItits

Total Facilities Nea.ded
El Dorado .
. Nevada
Placer - ..
• Satrarnento
Sierra . .
Sutter
-Vela
Yuba

1,407
'707
1,663
1;7111
' 462
' 440
1,101
305

•

TOTAL

7,955

• 1,667 .
870
2,000
1,045
• 727
452
1,310
. 448 _

1,503
597
.1,319
234a
361
604
902
372.

9,309

1.).66

1,859
1,041
2,195 . °
2,248 .
• 612
•561
1,447
- 509 .

341
07 .
307
421
133
126- •
' 266 .
• 09
1. 9 50.

.. 10,492

2,214
'
-1,157
2,650
•
2,430
970'
599
1,793
622 ,
i......-12,435

453
' 249
513
550
177
160
353
. 120 -

2,104
.. 799 ' .
%OH '
3,0. 99
,41.1.5
DOI
1,290
497 • '

-

,2,591 -

11,1n4

ExIstinuFacillties
El Dorado
Nevada
Placer
Sacramento
- -tierre
„
Sutter
Vele' '
. Yuba
TOTAL

3,904
2,367 1,638
' 366
-.779
42
' 361
465
- 9,922
. _

900
572 1
1,053 •
. 1,721
- -12i '
'24
. 207 .
.
266

1,493
. . 530
1,535
. 3,161
' 10
1135
1110
346

4,946

7,368

391
254
450
105
326
. 61 .
12
29

" 3,904
2,367
. 1,638
366
779 -* .. 42
361
465

1,7011

9•922

391 254
450
185
326 •
61
12 '.
. 29

960
1,493
' 530
572 _
1,535
1,053 .
.1 ) 161
1 721_2____„
10 '
- - -1-23 -1 -; 185
24
108 207,
346
266 '
41,946

1,700

7,368

ActrAtional Facilities Needed •
' El Dorado
Nevada
Pie*
Sacramento
--Sierra . •
Statist.
Vole
Yubi

Deficiency
Not Deficiency

25
1,344
- ;-03911
7411
pni

687
290
942
124
604
420
1,153
21)2

20 07

4,443

1,827

• 41-

4,443

990

-0-

.

90
67
-0-.
-0 4
351
419
1174
26
•

•

-0.
-0-0236
!Ii.
'. 65
254
Lii:

1,234
-0-0- •
• 505
557
1,397
1,0112 ' .709
(1.-=---- 842
539
575
1,5116
1,086
356
44
.

615

4 , 700

242

510.

7,489
• 7,409

67
-063
373 •
-0107
341
91

611
269
406
-0.475
616
1,190
151 -

- 1,037

3,790
3,736 .

•

'
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Sacramento. County lies in central California at the southern end of the
Sacramento Valley. The county extends, with minor exceptions, from the
Sacramento River on the west to the lower foothills of the Sierra Nevada
on the east. The extreme southwestern portion of the county includes
Sutter, Grand, Andrus,. Tyler, Brannan, and Sherman Islands,, which are
within the region commonly referred to as the Sacramento-San Joacuin
Delta. The land, area is 985 square miles or 634,400 acres with 67%
(422,156 acres) in farms, according to the 1982. census'. The highest
elevation in the county, southeast of Folsom is about 825 feet, and the
lowest, in portions of the Delta area, is 10 to 12 feet below sea level.
The American and Cosumnes -Rivers, which flow through the county, empty
into the Sacramento River or Delta channels within the county.
Sacramento climate is mild with normally warm, dry summers and wet December, January, and February. . Prevailing winds are southerly with
occasional strong northerly winds. The lowest minimum temperature recorded was 17 F. on December 11, 1932. Maximum temperature recorded
was 117 on July 17, 1925. Normal winter temperature is above freezing
and summer maximum temperature is in the mid. 90 's. Mean rainfall is
about 17_00 inches with a. high of 16-35' inches in 1953, and lows of 4.71
inches in 1851, and 7.25 inches in 1976.
Water for irrigation, domestic use and industty, is provided from both
ground and surface sources. Reclamation Districts adjacent to the Sacramento River and comprisingthe islands of the Delta provide flood
protection as well' as irrigation and drainage • services. Ground water
pumping levels have declined about one foot pet year with serious cones
of depletion in the Elk Grove and Fair. Oaks areas.

THE SOILS
The soils of Sacramento County may be arranged. into five groups called
natural land. divisions.

Alluvial Fan

&•Fl ood

Plan - 19% of the land area

Basin Soils
Lower. Terrace - Soils

8% of the land area
38% of the land area

Higher Terrace Soils

- 11% of the land area

Upland. or Primary Soils

- 15% of the land area

Alluvial fan and flood soils . occur along the American and Cosumnes Rivers,.
Dry . Creek and immediately adjacent to the Sacramento River.
Basin soils occur in the flat depressions which parallel the Sacramento
River, at the junction of the Cosumnes and Mokelumne Rivets, and in the
Delta area.. Historically - , these two soi1 groups have produced the majority of the irrigated crops in the county.
The lower terrace soils, except for the Perkins series, contain hardpan
layers from a few inches to several feet below.the surfaco. Because of
this restrictive . layer, these soils are utilized for shallow tooted.
annual and perennial crops such as winter cereals, irrigated pasture,
corn, Ladino clover for seed, and dryland range. These soils occupy a
broad belt extending from north to south through the center of the county.
Higher terrace so is are 'located south of the Ameritan Rivet in a belt
between the lower terrace soils and the upland. soils. This area is used
for dryland range and pasture.
Upland or primary soils lie along the eastern edge of the county andsouth
of the Americah River. Much of the area north of the American River had
been cultivated..at one time, but suburban housing developments have eliminated most of the farming in this area. The upland soils south of the
American River are generally too steep to be irrigated and are utilized
primarily for winter grazing.

SOME AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS- U.S. CENSUS
Use of the County's Land in 1982

Approximate Land Area: 623,936 Acres

\ Non-Farm
\ Land - 32%

Cropland - 33%

Land in houselots, ponds,
pads, wasteland - 3%
cod-land, including Woodland.
astuxe
3%
Pasture &
Rangeland - 29%

1974

1978

1982 •

1,412

1,483

1,845

Land in - Farms - Acres

448,080

433,653

422,156

Total Cropland. - Acres

218,868

233,991

203,673

691

711

1,058

All Farms - Number

Farms with Sales of
$5,000 or less

NUMBER OF FARMS BY SIZE - U S. CENSUS
.

1974

1978

1982

ALL
FARMS .

ALL
FARMS

ALL
FARMS

232

326

581

49

508

523

661

50 -

179

317

286

262

180 -

499

174 :

163

164

500 -

999

74

85

65

1000 -

1999

61

53

47

2000 Acres or More

46

47

45

9 Acres

1 10

GROSS VALUE OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCT ON 1945 - 1983
Sacramento County Department of Agriculture
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS

. -. Million
1945 -

50

100

75

37.1 1.

.955 - 56.9
965 .966

56.3
75.9

967 - 69.3
,963 - 83.3
969 _970

77.3

1

60.9
61.0 [

1072 - 92.5
.973 - 121.4
974 - 155.4
.973 - 133.0
976 - 131.6
1977 - 127.6
978 - 141.3
.979 - 162.8
960 981 - 208.8
982 - 181.9 L _ _
983 - 167.7

__

125

150

175 '

200

22

TRENDS IN THE FRUIT AND NUT INDUSTRY
Fruit and nut crops account for approximately 10% of Sacramento County's agricultural
of horticultural crops are raised in the county, Bartlett pears, for both fresh market
for over 80% of the income and -acreage of these crops. Because of favorable climatic,
the Sacramento River district is one of the leading pear producing areas in the united

income. Although a number
and processing, account
Eon and water conditions,
States.

The most dramatic shift in the fruit and nut cropping patterns has been the introduction of varietal grape production primarily in the cooler southeast portion of the county. Climatic and soil conditions in this area are •
similar to that of the Napa valley and because of these conditions, quality wine grapes are produced.

SACRAMENTO COUNTY BEARING ACREAGE - PRODUCTION & VALUE
(Sacramento County Department of Agriculture)

1978

1974
CROP
PEARS
GRAPES
WINE
WALNUTS

ACREAGE

PRODUCTION
TONS

$
VALUE

ACREAGE

6,000

94,200

15,846,000

6,900

257

2,380

345,000

324

162

1982
ACREAGE

PRODUCTION
TONS

$
VALUE

15,513,000

6,660

102,000

12,495,000

20,180

4,258,000

3,410

10,200

1,836,000

301

- 310,000

410

492

541,000

210,000

270

PRODUCTION
TONS

$
VALUE

121,000

3,300

64,800

430
2E10

MISC.

167

-

81,000

TOTAL

-

-

$16,338,800

-

$20,251,000

-

-

275,000
$15,147,000

TRENDS IN THE LIVESTOCK INDUSTRY
Livestock and poultry products continue to produce about 1/3 of Sacramento County's agriculturaJ income. Livestock effectively utilizes both dry and irrigated forage, primarily in that area south of the American River and
east of Franklin Boulevard.
The dairy industry of the county is located mostly in the Elk Grove-Franklin-Gatt triangle. Until recently it
was based almost entirely upon pasture grazing but more dairymen are converting to drylot or modified drylot
operation in order to maximize the utilization of feed production resources.
Virtually all Sacramento dairies are capable of producing class 1 milk for fresh consumption and normally market
between 85% and 90% of their production as such. The surplus is manufactured into dairy products such as
cottage cheese, butter, powder and ice cream. The high percentage of fresh market milk. produced allows local
dairymen to compete with other producing areas.
Beef cattle and sheep are an . important segment of the livestock industry. One large and several small feedlots
purchase feeders and. fatten them for slaughtering. The majority of the cow and calf operations are located east
of Highway 99 and use a combination of winter pasture in the valley, summer ranges in the Sierra, and irrigated.
pasture. Stocker operations primarily utilize irrigated pasture starting in March or April and are sold to feedlots in the fall.
The poultry industry• continues to decline with only a handful of produces remaining.

LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY PRODUCTS - PRODUCTION & VALUE
(Sacramento County Department of Agriculture)

1978

1974

.
VALUE

1982
PRODUCTION

$
VALUE

2,008,000 cwt

15,662,000

PRODUCTION
_ _
2,175,000 cwt

MILK
MANUFACTURING

271,000 cwt

1,683,000

101,000 cwt

1_574,000

174,000 cwt.

2,158,000

'WOOL

161,000 lbs

106,000

122,000 lbs

87,800

110,000 lbs

77,000

EGGS

6,317,000 dam

2,931,000

1,035,000 doz

.1,159,000

2,392,000 doz

1,244,000
—
$39,924,000

PRODUCTION
MILK
MARKET

TOTAL

VALUE

$20,382,000

21,489,000

2,761,000 cwt

36,4A5,000

$24,310,000

LIVESTOCK & POULTRY PRODUCTION AND VALUE
(Sacramento County Department of Agriculture)

NO. HEAD

CATTLE &
CALVES*
SHEEP &
LAMBS
HOGS &
PIGS
BROTLERS &
FRYERS
OTHER
CHICKENS
OTHER LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION

TOTAL

1974

1978

TOTAL LIVE
WEIGHT
NT

TOTAL LIVE
WEIGHT
(CO)

UNIT VALUE

NO.

HEAD

1 982

•
UNIT VALUE

NO

HEAD

TOTAL LIVE
WEIGHT
(CWT)

UNIT VALUE

122,500 .

563,000

20,099,000

54,900

320,000

15,520,000

61:800

426,000

22,578,000

13,200

13,200

501,000

12,300

14,000

654,000

1.1,000

11,000

616,000

1,000

2,000

80,000

3,600

6,000

364,000

900

1800

104,000

850,000

3,400,000

782,000

794,000

3,773,000

1,056,000

750,000

2,625,000

866,000

85,000

318,000

22,000

)04,000

421,000

38,000

32,000

128,000

9,000

2,250,000

1,458,000

3,590,000

23,734,000

19,107,000

27,771,000

*Includes feedlot, beef and dairy cattle.

TRENDS IN VEGETABLE CROP PRODUCTION
Tomatoes for processing is the major vegetable crop produced in Sacramento County, normally 85% of the county's
ve.getahle acreage and income is derived from this crop.
With the mechanization of 'tomato production, acreage has been relatively stable and has fluctuated only slightly
because of contract prices. Well established growers in District 1000, the Cosumnes River and the Delta are the
ongoing base for this crop. Sacramento County continues to be in the center of California's main processing
tomato area with aPptoximately 55 . % of California
production produced and processed within 75 miles of Sacramento.
A few very small family operated truck farms continue to operate within, or adjacent to, the City of Sacramento.
These farms produce crops such as onions, squash, fresh market tomatoes and sweet corn for farm vegetable stands,
the Sacramento Wholesale Produce Market. or Certified Farmers Markets,
Greenhouse vegetable production, primarily tomatoes and cucumbers; has been.attempted in recent years but apparently with little economic success since no commercial operations were in production in 1982:

VEGETABLE CROPS PRODUCTION AND VALUE
(Sacramento County Department of Agriculture)

1974
CROP

ACREAGE

TONS
PRODUCTION

1978
5
VALUE

ACREAGE

ASPARAGUS

752

1,128

.632,000

440

CABBAGE

110

1,980

178,000

20

LETTUCE

'105

682

170,000

35

525

110
7,600

SQUASH
TOMATOES
(Fresh)
TOMATOES
(Processing)

:

MISC.

280

TOTAL

9,030

TONS
PRODUCTION

1982
.5
VALUE

528

338,000

340

47,600

50

450

87,000

20

2,750

550,000

161,000
-

ACREAGE
1,430

TONS
PRODUCTION

S
VALUE

3,000

2,820,000

33

528

90,000

203,000

31

186

82,000

300

63,000

55

688

162,000

10

250

75,000

28

644

264,000

9,257,000

7,790

194,750

10,614,000

7,800

187,000

1 0,4 7 2,000

442,000

80

132,000

790

._

474,000

11,399,000

8,410

11,472,600

10,167

_-

14,367,000

.

-

'

TRENDS IN FIELD CROP PRODUCTION
Since World War II there had been a continual diversion of the acreage of winter
cereals to spring and summer field crops. However, since 1972, because of higher
prices and improved yield potential, wheat acreage has increased. substantially.
Much of the wheat acreage is now being raised on land than can be both drained
during wet periods and irrigated if necessary.
Prior to 1972, these shifts from .small grains cane about because of (1) the need
for higher income producing crops, (2) the development of new irrigated land, and
(3) the loss of upland dry farmed areas to either urbanization or small suburban
part-time farm or rural homesites.
Corn has become one of the major field crops in the county with over 59,000 acres'
planted for either grain or silage in 1982. Adapted varieties as well as improved
fertilization, irrigation, weed control and pest control practices have combined.
to make corn a. popular crop. It's . adaptability to many different spil types has
resulted in corn becoming.an important rotational crop throughout the county.
The alfalfa hay acreage•has decreased substantially during the past 10 years.
The Egyptian Alfalfa Weevil has become a major economic pest, usually requiring
at least one pesticide application for control and often causing reduced first
cutting yield and quality..
The 23,600 acres of rice produced. in 1982, reflected favorable prices and world
demand. 1983 and 1984 acreages were substantially lower because of a decline in
prices and government programs.
The irrigated pasture acreage of 35,000 in 1982, makes it one of the larger
acreage 'crops" in Sacramento County. The bulk of this acreage is located on
the lower terrace soils which, with their restricted drainage, are well adaipted •
to this use. These pastures also provjde the base for the dairy, beef cattle,
and sheep industry. Unless beef cattle prices strengthen substantially, the lot
range outlook for irrigated pastures is a gradual shift to annual or perennial
crops with a hiahet profit potential_
The long-tern outlook for field crop production in the county is that total
acreage will remain fairly constant as the result of strong local agricultural
zoning, the California Land Conservation Act., and proposed statewide policies
for the protection of agricultural land.

a.

40,

FIELD CROPS PROUKTION AND VALUE
(SacKamento Cotinty Depaztment of Agticulture)

PRODUCTION
TONS.

ACRES

CROP

$
VALUE

ACRES

PRODUCTION
TONS

161,00

68,000

1,745 0 000

3,200

80,000

2,560,00

49,900

204,590

19,436,000

59,000

230,000

23,460 00

2,025,000

5,300

111,300

1,447,000

7,740

194,000

4,074,00

21,780

2,614,000

3,100

9,300

865,000

3,200

' 5,760

501,00

75,600

5,292,000

6,500

45,500

3,185,000

6,800

34,000

3;162,00

16,600

830,000

12,700

25,400

889,000

10,700

26,800

1,072,00

1,977,000

580

1,102,000

1,928,00

890

801

96,00

2,494,000

4,880

9,270

SUGAR BEETS

3,500

71,365

3,240,000

3,100

56,000

196,000

25,480,000

CORM SILAGE

6,350

139,700

GRAIN SORGHUM

6,600
10,800

GRAIN

8,300

•

HOPS*

1,000

1,686,000

1,416,000

1,450

2,059,000

OATS

1,500

1,875

253,00. 0

2,300

920

4,800 0 000

48,000

1,029 ' 000

130,000

PASTURE
IRRIGATED

6

-

,000

$
VALUE

1,530

19,954

HAY;

ACRES

PRODUCTION
TONS

900

9,070

HAY, ALFALFA

* .
VALUE
974,000

BARLEY

FIELD CORN

1982.

197$

1974

.

90,000 .

-

3,840,000

35,000

3 . '500,00

520,000

104,000

832,00

,
RANGE

147,000

-

RICE

11,500

31,625

7,590,000

13,000

34,000

5,100,000

23,600

82,600

11,564,00

SAFFLOWER

21,500

27,950

10,341,000

11,300

12,430

2,921,000

3,500

5,250

1,417,00

WHEAT

24,30 -1

53,460

7,217,000

18,400

40,480

4,088,000

31,000

74,400

9,226,00'

1,100

MISC.

TOTAL

400,930

*1-1,0p8 p oduction per yos.

-

23,407,600

390,510

-

35,403,000

334,000 .

-

700,001

48 0 844,001

V

MISCELLANEOUS AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS

1974

Seed Crops

ACRES

VALUE

ACRES

9,621

4,391,000

14,500

Apary Ptoducts
(Honey & Beeswax)
Nursery Products

1978

6,021,000

VALUE
13,000,000

ACRES

VALUE

9,924

3,370,000

320,000

159,600

343

1982

540

4,782,000

285,000

680-

14,732,000

